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Abstract
On the race to the Internet of Things (IoT), cellular networks play
a key role because of their worldwide coverage. The only networks,
which currently provide ubiquitous coverage are 2G networks. However, legacy 2G networks were neither designed for packet data traffic
nor provide the required throughput of todays cellular IoT applications. The GPRS extension added packet data traffic to GSM,
however efficient packet data traffic at moderate rates is only possible
with the Evolved EDGE extension at the cost of complex signal processing algorithms for interference suppression. Nevertheless, cellular
IoT devices shall not use high performance signal processors because
they shall keep their low-size and low-power consuming attitude.
In this thesis we present an Evolved EDGE system-on-chip with
baseband signal processing implemented in dedicated VLSI design.
Our system-on-chip with dedicated hardware baseband architecture
allows to reduce the chip package size by a factor of three compared to the prior-art two chip solution. In addition to reducing
the bill-of-material, it also reduces the power consumption of the
digital baseband to only a fraction of the power consumption of the
RF-transceiver. This is achieved through algorithm-driven hardware
design during which the baseband signal processing algorithms were
mapped onto a power- and area-efficient VLSI architecture.
The interference suppression part of the architecture is based on
a four-stage setup, composed of a bandwidth adaptive receive filter,
an interference suppressing MMSE filter, a channel shortener and a
trellis detector (equalizer).
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ABSTRACT

In addition to the system-on-chip implementation, we investigate
several interference suppression algorithms and propose a space-frequencytime minimum mean squared error algorithm which exploits oversampling. We further present the first use of channel shortening detector
based on the maximization of the lower bound of the achievable information rate for Evolved EDGE.
As an important milestone on the way to the system-on-chip implementation, we implemented a baseband transceiver ASIC with
Rx-diversity support to show the feasibility of the Evolved EDGE
interference suppression algorithms. Our implementation is the first
which achieves and exceeds the 3GPP downlink-advanced-receive performance requirements for Rx-diversity by a margin of 4 dB due to
space-time MMSE filtering.
In this thesis we show, that the entire digital baseband signal processing can be made imperceptible in terms of power and circuit area
requirements even for the advanced E-EDGE interference suppression
signal processing algorithms which require computational resources of
several MMAC/s.

Zusammenfassung
Bei der zukünftigen Realisierung des Internet der Dinge (engl. Internet of Things, Kurzform: IoT) spielen Mobilfunknetze eine Schlüsselrolle wegen ihrer weltweiten Netzabdeckung. Die einzigen Mobilfunknetze, die derzeit eine ausgedehnte weltweite Abdeckung bieten
sind 2G-Netze. Allerdings wurden 2G-Netze ursprünglich weder für
Paketdatenverkehr konzipiert noch für den erforderlichen Durchsatz
zeitgemässer IoT Anwendungen. Mit der GPRS-Erweiterung wurde
Paketdatenverkehr in GSM Netzen ermöglicht, jedoch ist effizienter
Paketdatenverkehr mit moderaten Datenraten ist nur mit der Evolved
EDGE-Erweiterung möglich, allerdings auf Kosten von komplexen Signalveitungsalgorithmen zur Interferenzunterdrückung. Dabei sollten
IoT-Geräte keine Hochleistungs-Signalprozessoren verwenden, da sie
geringe Grösse und niedrigen Energieverbrauch aufweisen sollten.
In dieser Arbeit präsentieren wir ein Evolved EDGE System-onChip in dem die Basisband-Signalverarbeitung in dediziertem VLSIDesign implementiert wurde. Unser System-on-Chip mit dedizierter
Hardware Basisband-Architektur ermöglicht es die Chipgrösse um den
Faktor drei zu reduzieren im Vergleich zum der Stand der Technik mit
zwei Chips. Neben der Reduzierung der Anzahl Chips wurde auch der
Energieverbrauch des digitalen Basisbandes auf nur einen Bruchteil
des Energieverbrauchs des RF-Transceivers reduziert. Dies wird durch
Hardwareentwicklung die sich stark an den Algorithmen ausrichtet
erreicht. Dabei werden die Basisband Signalverarbeitungsalgorithmen
auf einene Strom- und flächeneffiziente VLSI-Architektur abgebildet.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die Interferenzunterdrückung der Architektur basiert auf einem
Vier-Stufen-Setup welches aus einem adaptiven Filter, einem MMSEFilter, einem Kanal-Kürzer und einem Trellis-Detektor (Equalizer)
besteht. Zusätzlich zur System-on-Chip-Implementierung, analysieren
wir mehrere Algorithmen zur Interferenzunterdrückung und entwickeln ein Raum-Frequenz-Zeit MMSE Filter, welches Überabtastung
ausnutzt. Weiters präsentieren wir erste Verwendung eines KanalKürzungs Detektor auf der Grundlage der Maximierung der Untergrenze der erreichbaren Informationsrate für Evolved EDGE. Ein wichtiger Meilenstein auf dem Weg zur System-on-Chip Realisierung war
die Implementierung eines Basisband ASICs mit zwei Kanälen für den
Empfang (engl. Rx-Diversity). Das ASIC belegte die Machbarkeit unserer Evolved EDGE Interferenzunterdrückungsalgorithmen in einem
ersten Schritt. Unsere Implementierung ist die erste welche die sogenannten 3GPP-Downlink-Advanced-Receiver Performance Anfornderungen für Rx-Diversity erreicht und aufgrund Raum-Zeit-MMSEFilterung um 4 dB überschreitet. In dieser Arbeit haben wir gezeigt,
dass die Leistungsaufnahme und Chipfläche der gesammten Signalverarbeitung im Basisband bis auf eine kleine Restmenge reduziert
werden kann, trotz des hohen Rechenaufwandes der E-EDGE Signalverarbeitungsalgorithmen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Various estimates predict more than 30 billion embedded devices connected to the internet in the next decades in what is called the the
internet of things (IoT). The IoT does not only take place in our
homes, or in areas which are covered by wireless LANs and other
low-range networks, but also in remote places, which are only covered
by cellular or satellite networks. Devices for such applications might
be spread over a wide area and thus have a high degree of dispersion.
At the same time some applications require a high degree of mobility.
Applications which require a high degree of dispersion and mobility
include car automation, e-health, fleet tracking, logistics and fleet
tracking and portable consumer electronics such as fitness devices [1].
Currently, in 2015, cellular networks are ranging from legacy second generation (2G) networks up to initial experimental fifth generation (5G) networks [2]. It is also the time, where for the first time in
history the data traffic took over the voice traffic in cellular networks.
Cellular IoT devices mainly produce data with traffic characteristics very different from the original cellular traffic characteristics [3].
Therefore high effort is put into the development of cellular standards
which target IoT devices with a high degree of dispersion and mobility.
1
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1.1

The Cellular Internet of Things

Connectivity is crucial for IoT applications. Cellular network coverage
is available nearly everywhere in the world and does not depend on
custom proprietary infrastructure. Devices connected to the cellular
IoT are not dependent of IT infrastructure such as WIFI access points.
Hence, they can be deployed more easily, since no changes in the IT
infrastructure is required and no third party equipment needs to be
integrated. To realize the IoT, new cellular standards are constantly
released to meet the requirements regarding low-power and low-cost
of IoT components, especially on the device side.
The requirements for IoT devices differ from the requirements of
mobile broadband, which was the main driver for cellular standards
in the past. These emerging standards support the following characteristics:
• long battery life of devices
• low device cost
• large number of connected devices
• ubiquitous connectivity
• bursty IP based transmission
To achieve above characteristics, cellular standard developers exploit
the relaxed requirements on throughput, latency and sometimes mobility. They try to fit lots of users into the scarce spectrum resource.
To achieve this, significant amount of research also is done for the
adaption of the protocol stack and the access schemes [4]. For this
also the throughput of most IoT services is fairly low, hence low
bandwidths are used. Also the signaling needs to be changed, since
voice and data centric user services have different traffic signatures [3].
By the year 2015, 2G GSM and EDGE networks are the workhorse
for IoT traffic [5]. In the United States, 77% of the IoT traffic runs
over GSM networks. This has become so because of the ubiquitous
coverage and the low data rates. Therefore also a long life of 2G is
predicted [6]. Mainly because of it’s worldwide coverage and the many
devices which are already connected. Moreover many IoT devices are
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already out in the fields and in some cases impossible to be found and
replaced. In addition, some machine to machine (M2M) devices have
very long life-cycles (e.g. 20 years) compared to smartphones.
Hence, nowadays in some cases 2G networks are modernized or
even renewed completely. For example Norway decided to switch off
third generation (3G) before 2G [6] and in the Netherlands T-Mobile
upgraded the cell towers from General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
to EDGE less than a year ago [7]. Moreover, some operators call for an
evolution of the legacy 2G networks, especially for IoT applications.
The first predecessors of the cellular IoT were M2M devices, which
were connected to 2G networks just used the GSM control channels to
squeeze a few bits form the containers of a harbor to the network [8].
Since then things have advanced, and modules with package data
traffic support such as GPRS and Enhanced General Packet Radio
Service (EGPRS), which is another acronym for EDGE, have become
widespread.
Despite the urge for spectral efficiency, todays cellular IoT devices
run on GPRS and EDGE and do not make use of the latest Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standards of 2G networks
such as Evolved EDGE or EC-GSM-IoT1 . However only with Evolved
EDGE, the spectral efficiency can be increased to a level, such that
the resources in time and frequency are sufficient to serve the large
predicted number of cellular IoT devices.

1.1.1

Evolved GSM/EDGE

GSM since its first release in 1992 has a long history of extensions
which have accumulated over time. The aim of one of the latest
extensions called Evolved EDGE (E-EDGE) is to provide downlink
data rates of up to 1.2 Mb/s and 653 kbps in uplink. In this way
the gap between 2G and cutting-edge networks is minimized. It
was introduced in the 3GPP Release 7 in 2009 [9] under the label
EGPRS-2A and EGPRS-2B. Since then equipment for base-stations
as well as measurement equipment has been developed. On the mobile station side, besides the 3GPP feasibility study [10], theoretical
1 Extended coverage GSM IoT: a recently introduced 3GPP standard aiming
data rates up to 10kbps, achieving coverage extension through multiple blind
repetitions in up- and downlink.
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analysis regarding E-EDGE symbol detection has been done in [11]
and [12]. In addition radio frequency (RF), baseband and physical
layer (PHY) components have been presented.
The main motivation for E-EDGE is the increase of spectral efficiency of legacy GSM and EDGE networks. This minimizes the gap
of 2G networks to 3G and fourth generation (4G) networks and allows
M2M devices to communicate more efficiently. The increased spectral
efficiency of E-EDGE which leads to a larger number of devices being
part of the cellular IoT. The higher order modulations of E-EDGE
allow more data to be transmitted in less time-slots and thus frees the
spectrum resource for other devices and users.
On the other hand, providing a better fallback solution for cuttingedge cellular networks is important, because cellular coverage outside
major cities is still mostly provided by the EDGE mode. Hence, contrast in throughput between e.g. 100 Mbit/s for Long Term Evolution
(LTE) and 236 kbit/s for EDGE is drastic in terms of user experience
and service quality.
To make E-EDGE a standalone M2M solution and a reliable fallback solution several technical features have been introduced. One of
the main features is the introduction of higher-order modulation
schemes 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and 32-QAM
in addition to the legacy modulation schemes Gaussian minimum shift
keying (GMSK) and 8-phase shift keying (PSK) used in GSM/EDGE.
Mobile station receive diversity (Rx-diversity) has been introduced, which allows the better reception of the transmitted signal
on two antennas2 . The interference suppression capability offered by
the second antenna, also gives operators more flexibility to achieve a
frequency re-use factor closer to one, thus improving the capacity of
the network.
For Rx-diversity a second receiver front-end is necessary, which
does not natively qualify this feature for the use in M2M applications.
Although it has also advantages for M2M applications which are
exposed to severe interference, and where the power required by the
second receiver is affordable. The gain in terms of robustness to
interference might justify it for some applications.
2 Sometimes

also called mobile station receive diversity (MSRD).
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Also reduced latency was introduced, to improve packet data traffic. With reduced latency, the round trip time, which is an essential
indicator for the performance of packet data can be reduced. Further
more, in addition to the convolutional codes used in GSM/EDGE,
Turbo codes were introduced. They outperform convolutional codes,
and improve the channel coding performance for higher order modulations, where high bit-error rates are more likely. Further E-EDGE
features are downlink dual carrier, such that more than one conventional GSM/EDGE 200 kHz can be used. In this way, the number
of timeslots a user can use is doubled, namely 10 in the maximum
case. Besides increasing the throughput it reduces the latency, because finding free timeslots in two different GSM bands is more likely
than in a single one. This thesis mainly focuses on the higher order
modulations and the Rx-diversity feature.

1.1.2

LTE IoT Standards

An alternative to the enhancement of 2G networks for cellular IoT, is
to use another cellular technology, such as LTE networks. The divergence of recent developments in the LTE standard points towards two
directions. One direction targets high data rates and high bandwidths
(e.g., for smart phones and tablets), while the other direction aims to
serve the bottom end of the data-rates for IoT applications.
In release Nr. 12 of the LTE standard, a new user-equipment
category (Cat-0) for M2M communications and the Internet of things
(IoT) was introduced, which allows the following simplifications:
• single antenna reception and transmission
• data rate of max. 1 Mb/s in up- and downlink
• optional half-duplex operation
Despite above simplifications, a Release 12 IoT device has to support
all the specified LTE bandwidths from 1.4 up to 20 MHz. In LTE
release 13 the bandwidth of Cat-0 devices is reduced to support only
1.4 MHz. Although with this Release 13 Cat-0 many IoT applications
are targeted, a bandwidth of 1.4 MHz of is still an overkill for many
applications.

6
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Therefore a novel device category Cat-M [13] with two variants was
introduced. The variant Cat-M1 is a reduced version of the Release
13 Cat-0 category aiming a data rate of 1 Mbps. The second narrow
band variant called Cat-NB1 has a bandwidth of 200 kHz, such that
2G networks can be re-farmed. Cat-NB1 is the result of the converged
Narrowband LTE (NB-LTE) and the clean-slate NB-cIoT proposal.
Cat-NB1 is also called narrow band IoT (NB-IoT). [14, 15].
Also the enhancement of 2G networks versus the LTE Cat-M
categories is currently discussed in the 3GPP community. Apparently the clean-slate approach includes the replacement of the existing
legacy 2G M2M devices (after spectrum re- farming). Due to the
high number of devices participating in the cellular IoT this can be a
profitable endeavor, even at humble device cost.
A LTE Cat-NB1 transceiver is a so called single resource block
(RB) transceiver since it receives and transmits one RB simultaneously. One resource block has a bandwidth of 180 kHz could thus be
used to re-farm the existing GSM bands. Also half duplex operation
is optionally foreseen in addition to full duplex operation.
For the Cat-NB1 category also the use of more uplink subcarriers than the legacy 12 subcarriers per RB is discussed, since M2M
applications are uplink intense in many cases.
For the sake of completeness, we also mention, that non-cellular
approaches try to reach the cellular M2M and IoT market. A prominent candidate is long-range LoRa technology [16] with running test
networks in Geneva and Zurich.

1.1.3

Comparison of Evolved EDGE and LTE-M

E-EDGE and LTE-M are two cellular standards, targeting the same
applications and both aiming data rates of up to 1 Mbit/s. To tighten
up 2G networks to also support a data rate of 1 Mbit/s, the higher
order modulations of E-EDGE are necessary. While LTE NB1 is
mainly a from-the-scratch development, E-EDGE tries to minimize
the technology gaps to existing technologies and infrastructures.
The OFDM scheme used in LTE has great advantages for high
bandwidths, where the number of subcarriers is large, and offers many
possibilities for MIMO processing [17]. In single stream operation, if

7
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the number of subcarriers in a channel becomes small things look different. In Table 1.1 we compare E-EDGE and the LTE IoT standards
in terms of spectral requirements and data rates. We compare raw
data, hence the control channel allocation is neglected for for both
standards. Furthermore, in E-EDGE only up to 6 timeslots can be
allocated and in LTE not all the resource elements can be used as
payload. E-EDGE has a slightly higher throughput in downlink and
a 25% higher throughput in uplink. Therefore also the link-spectral
efficiency is higher.
The worldwide coverage and the many devices with long life cycles
which are already deployed recommend to keep, maintain and evolve
2G networks. Most M2M applications already use GPRS [14] and are
hard to replace, since deployed in the field and in some cases impossible to find [6]. On the other hand, the narrowband LTE approach
offers more degrees of freedom, since it is developed from scratch

Table 1.1: Cellular IoT standards comparison for downlink and uplink.
For LTE M1 and LTE NB1, normal cyclic prefix is assumed.

available BW [kHz]
used BW [kHz]
symbol rate [kSym/s]
sampling rate [kS/s]
symbol duration [samples]
BW efficiency
symbols
ref. symbols for ch.-est.
data symbols
highest mod. (DL/UL)
data bits/symb. at highest mod.
TP at highest mod. [Mb/s]
max. spectral efficiency [b/s/Hz]

LTE M1

LTE NB1

E-EDGE

1.4
1.08
15
1920
128
77%
504
24
480
16-QAM
2016
4.3
4

200
200
180
200
15
270.8
1920
270.8
128
1
90%
135%
84 (1 RB)
156.25
4
26
80
116
QPSK
(32/16)-QAM
168
580 / 464
0.36 / 0.64 1.005 / 0.804
2
5.02 / 4.02
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with IoT in mind. However cellular IoT standards based on GSM
profit from a worldwide deployed infrastructure offering ubiquitous
coverage and a wide range of data rates from a few kbps at sensitivity
below -120 dBm up to 592 kbps by using 32-QAM modulation within
a single 200 kHz GSM carrier. In this thesis we focus on interference
suppression and system design of the evolved 2G E-EDGE standard.

1.1.4

Implementation Challenges of Cellular IoT
Transceivers

The vision of billions nodes connected to the cellular IoT in the next
decades will only become reality, if nodes have small size and low
power consumption.
Achieving low power consumption is the first major challenge,
because interference suppression algorithms are computationally complex. The huge number of devices in cellular networks which already
by now are interference limited, will cause additional interference
which can only be suppressed with demanding signal processing. Besides the computational load of the decoder, the computational load
arises from interference suppression and channel equalization especially in combination with Rx-diversity. For example the inter-symbol
interference suppression a 32-QAM GSM/EDGE burst requires 193 k
complex-valued multiplications to be executed within 577 us. This
requires a processor which is capable of executing 0.335 billion multiply accumulate (GMAC) per second and often results power-hungry
designs when implemented on a digital signal processor (DSP). This
prohibits the implementation of complex signal processing algorithms
on high performance processors which are not low size and do not
show low power consumption.
Dedicated VLSI architectures are able to achieve an energy efficiency of a factor 100 over programmable solutions [18, 19] because of
their high degree of specialization. A specialized hardware architecture is capable of doing the baseband processing task it is designed
(or configured) for and cannot be reprogrammed.
Energy efficient hardware architectures can be achieved by universal architectural transformations and by algorithmic transformations [19]. The universal architectural transforms such as iterative
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decomposition, time sharing, parallelization (replication) or pipelining can be applied to algorithms even if the developer has no deep
understanding of the algorithm. In contrast algorithmic transforms
require deep understanding in algorithmic domain because they often
involve changes in the computations and the scheduling of an algorithm. Algorithmic transforms have much higher impact on the energy
efficiency of the underlying architecture than sole architectural transforms. However algorithmic transforms together with architectural
transforms render a huge design space for dedicated hardware development. While programming an instruction-set architecture mainly
limits the design space of the programmer to execution speed and
memory footprint, in algorithm-driven hardware development
parts of an architecture can be designed to meet high throughput
requirements, e.g., by deploying multiple parallel stages, while other
parts can be designed in iterative fashion when time is available.
The exploration of this design space for cellular IoT transceivers
requires knowledge of communication engineering as well as hardware
development (VLSI design), which poses major algorithmic and implementation challenges along the path towards energy-efficient cellular
IoT devices.
The second challenge for cellular IoT transceivers is low circuit
area because IoT nodes shall be small and inexpensive. Multi-chip
solutions do not tackle this challenge. Therefore a system-on-chip
solution which contains functionality of the RF-transceiver and the
baseband IC or processor is required.

1.1.5

State of the Art

Currently, E-EDGE implementations only exist in form of multiple
chips as shown in Figure 1.1. There exist two implementations of
E-EDGE modems for the mobile-station/device side. Both are multichip solutions. One is the implementation of Breschel [20], which
as most of todays baseband implementations uses a processor architecture (Ericsson DB7450). More specifically, a 256-bit wide vector
processor. The RF processing takes place on a separate IC (Ericsson
RF7450). In [21], a baseband application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) is presented, which together with the RF-IC presented in [22]
forms the starting point for this work.

10
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To achieve a low-area and low-cost system-on-chip modem implementation, including the RF-transceiver and the digital baseband
into a single chip is required. System-on-chip solutions which include
the RF-transceiver exist for many cellular standards, also for GSM
and EDGE (e.g. [23]), but not for the latest extension E-EDGE,
which makes 2G networks competitive in terms of spectral efficiency
to narrowband LTE networks.

1.2

Contributions

In this thesis we present evolved 2G (E-EDGE) a system-on-chip
with a dedicated hardware digital baseband implementation.
With our dedicated hardware baseband implementation we are able
to reduce the power consumption of the complex baseband signal
processing algorithms which lead to increased spectral efficiency to
a fraction of the power consumption of the RF transceiver. This
goal is achieved without using software-defined instruction-set based
programmable processor and accelerator constellations, by using a
processor-less dedicated VLSI implementation. To achieve further
energy- and area-efficient VLSI baseband implementations, we also

RF processing
on RF-IC
Dellsperger, ISSCC2011 [23]
Breschel, ISSCC2014 [21]

RF and BB processing
system-on-chip [this work]

2G

GSM/EDGE/E-EDGE
Benkeser, ISSCC2010 [22]

application
processor

3G
4G

Sensors

PHY/BB processing
on BB-IC
Breschel, ISSCC2014 [21]

Figure 1.1: Modem architectures of state-of-the-art E-EDGE devices
and the scope of this thesis.
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performed several algorithmic investigations. The main contributions
are summarized as follows.
Algorithmic Contributions
• We show, that oversampling can be exploited blind (no channel state information available) and non-blind (channel state
estimation known available) to enhance interference detection
and suppression. We propose an a novel interference cancellation solution, the decoupled space-frequency-time MMSE
(SFT-MMSE) filter, which jointly exploits Rx-diversity and
oversampling, in order to cope with adjacent channel interference and co-channel interference simultaneously. The joint solution achieves a superior performance above legacy interference
cancellation which operates at symbol rate.
• As an alternative to the state-of-the art Forney channel shortener, which is around for many decades we propose a novel
Ungerboeck channel shortening detector for E-EDGE, based on
the maximization of the lower bound of the achievable information rate (the so called maximization of the information
rate lower bound (MILB) channel shortener). We show,
that the Ungerboeck channel shortening detector is a viable
option for an signal to noise (SNR) level below 25 dB and single
antenna operation. In addition we show, that the Ungerboeck
detector with MILB channel shortening in time-domain achieves
outstanding performance for co-channel interference.
• We evaluate several interference suppression algorithms and apply the suitable candidates to the three types of interference in
GSM/EDGE networks. Parameters of the algorithms are fixed
and computational complexity is analyzed.
Implementation Contributions
• An Rx-diversity baseband ASIC named RazorEDGE, which unveils the full potential of space-time interference cancellation
is presented. The ASIC demonstrates the suitability of the
algorithmic evaluations in a real-world setup. It is the first
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Rx-diversity E-EDGE baseband transceiver ASIC, which fulfills
the most demanding 3GPP interference testcase (DARPII). The
ASIC has a core size of 6 mm2 , and shows a power consumption
between 5 and 39 mW, depending on the mode of operation.
• PHY System Design: to jointly test and characterize the baseband ASIC and the RF-IC and to assess transceiver performance
a versatile testbed is designed. We launched the only available
open-source GSM, EDGE and E-EDGE baseband framework
MatPHY [24] for baseband signal processing research and interface exploration (PHY controlling).
• A single antenna E-EDGE system-on-chip named StoneEDGE,
which contains the RF subsystem and a dedicated hardware
implementation of the entire baseband signal processing is presented. The system-on-chip was tested on the real-time testbed.
The system-on-chip exceeds the 3GPP requirements with margins and has a core size of 10.7 mm2 and reduces the package
size by factor of three compared to the conventional two chip
setup.

1.3

Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the features, which
enable the E-EDGE standard to be a suitable cellular IoT candidate
are explained in detail, with special focus on interference and system
design. In Chapter 3 the necessary algorithms to cover the features introduced in Chapter 2 are explained. Chapter 4 presents an baseband
ASIC implementation for E-EDGE with Rx-diversity. In Chapter
5 the integration of the system-on-chip into a testbed is described,
which leads to the E-EDGE system-on-chip with a dedicated hardware
digital baseband implementation as presented in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2

Preliminaries - The
Evolved GSM/EDGE
Baseband Tasks
In this chapter, we introduce the tasks which a GSM/EDGE transceiver
has to perform along the up- and downlink path. We will explain the
basic elements of the the GSM/EDGE radio interface and point out
the impairments and interferences, which render the baseband signal
processing in a GSM/EDGE transceiver challenging.

2.1

The GSM/EDGE Radio Interface

GSM and its derivatives are based on the time division multiple access
(TDMA) scheme on 200 kHz bands. The symbols are transmitted at
a rate of 270.883 kHz in series in so called bursts, which are the basic
transmission quantum of GSM/EDGE systems. One burst contains
156.25 symbols. There are several types of bursts defined, in order to
cover the transmission and signaling needs. The different burst types
are illustrated in Figure 2.1. The normal burst (NB) in (a) is the most
frequently used burst for uplink and downlink data transmission. For
the synchronization methods in Section 2.3 the frequency burst (FB)
13
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Figure 2.1: GSM burst types: (a) normal burst, (b) frequency burst,
(c) synchronization burst.

in (b) and the synchronization burst (SB) in (c) are used. Frames are
transmitted or received in time-slots, whereas each timeslot matches
one burst. Eight time slots form one frame. A frame is the entity, on
which the channel encoder and decoder operate. The NB contains a
training sequence (TSC) embedded between the left and the right part
of the data symbols which is intended for radio channel estimation.
In GSM/EDGE the number of TSC symbols is given by MTSC =
26. The SB also contains an extended TSC with 64 symbols and
good correlation properties useful for timing acquisition. On the data
symbols of the SB the frame number and the base station identity
code (BSIC) is transmitted.
A block diagram, which shows the tasks of the GSM/EDGE upand downlink is shown in Figure 2.2. To get information bits to the
antenna, several processing steps are required on the uplink path.
First, the user data is encoded to improve the block-error-rate.
Then the bits are interleaved, to increase the effectiveness of the
decoding. The interleaved bits are then modulated with one of the
modulation types specified in GSM/EDGE/E-EDGE. The modulated
data is filtered with a pulse-shaping filter, which ensures, that the
signal fits into the 200 kHz spectral mask.
On the downlink path before deinterleaving and decoding, synchronization and interference suppression take place. Synchronization is
responsible to align the time-base of the mobile device to the time-base
of the base station. In addition the synchronization unit is responsible
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to estimate, track and compensate the frequency offset which occurs
due to the inaccuracy of the crystal oscillator in the mobile device.
Interference suppression algorithms mitigate impairments which have
accumulated on the radio link (e.g., from other cells, other mobile
devices, multipath propagation or fading) or in the front-end stages
of the transceiver. While on the uplink path no complex detection
functionality is required, on the downlink path the transmitted bits
have to be recovered from a received radio signal. Hence, the signal
processing algorithms along the downlink path are more complex
than on the uplink path because several types of impairments and
interferences have to mitigated. The various types and origins of
interference are explained in Section 2.2. The interference suppression and demodulation requires the modulation order and the radio
channel impulse response to be estimated.

2.1.1

Modulation and Coding Schemes

The modulation orders from one to 5 allow to adjust data rate and
spectral efficiently to different propagation conditions. Low modulation orders are used in noisy and interference prone environments. In
addition, for each modulation type, coding schemes with different code
interleaving
&
encoding

modulation

channel &
modulation ord.
estimation
deinterleaving
&
decoding

interference
suppression &
demodulation

pulse shaping

wireless channel

synchronization

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of the GSM radio link.
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rates are provided to allow more or less redundancy to increase the
reliability of successful decoding in harsh environments. An overview
of the modulation types and coding schemes is given in Table 2.1. In
addition during the modulation, each symbol is rotated by a certain
angle to avoid zero-crossings in the constellation plot. This avoids zero
crossings in the constellation plot between two consecutive symbols
and simplifies the linearity constraints for the power amplifier [25].
The rotation is done by
ak = sk ek∆φ ,

(2.1)

where sk is an element of the constellation alphabet A at discrete time
index k. The values for ∆φ are dependent on the modulation order
as shown in Table 2.1.
Modulation 2G service
type
type
GMSK
8PSK
16QAM
32QAM

GPRS
EDGE
EDGE
EEDGE
EEDGE
EEDGE

Modulation and
coding scheme

code
rate

CS1 - 4
MCS1 - 4
MCS5 - 9
DAS5 - 7
DAS8 - 9
DAS10 - 12

0.5 - 1
0.53 - 1
0.37 - 1
0.37 - 0.54
0.56 - 0.68
0.64 - 0.96

symbol
rotation
∆φ
+ π2
+ 3π
8
+ π4
− π4

Table 2.1: Modulation types, coding scheme and code-rates of 2G
networks.

2.2

Interference in GSM/EDGE

Although cell planning and radio management in cellular networks try
to keep interference minimal, still considerable amount of interference
is reaching the receiver side. Moreover, cellular networks are rather
interference limited, than range- or SNR-limited [26]. GSM/EDGE
transceivers have to cope with three different types of interference,
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which have different origins. They will be explained in the following.
In GSM/EDGE/E-EDGE, interference is a heterogeneous composi-

f

f

f

Figure 2.3: Interference types in cellular networks. (a) ACI, (b) CCI,
(c) ISI and their appereance in the spectrum in the first row.
tion from different sources as shown in Figure 2.3. Interference from
co-channels and adjacent channels has different properties than the
system inherent inter- symbol interference of the GSM/EDGE system.
There is an energy imbalance, which makes it difficult to tackle co-,
adjacent- and inter-symbol-interference jointly. The three interference
types differ in
• energy levels,
• impact on the channel estimation error,
• angle of arrival,
• location in the spectrum,
• shape of the channel impulse response.

2.2.1

Adjacent-Channel Interference

Interference from the channel in the neighboring frequency band is
called adjacent-channel interference (ACI) is the and arises
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• from the base transceiver station (BTS) in the serving cell,
which is transmitting to other users on the neighbor band since
the transmit mask of the BTS’s power amplifier is not ideally
rectangular, and
• from other users. Although they transmit in the TX band, the
spectral mask of the power amplifier allows signal to leak into
the RX band.

For both reasons ACI is a combination of the modulation waveform
which causes spectral spreading and leakage of the channel filters. AC
interference can be very strong compared to the desired signal since
users in the same cell can be located closer to the desired users device
than the BTS. Especially ACI occurs in near-far situations, when the
BTS transmits a very strong signal to another user in the same cell,
which is located far away from the BTS, e.g. close to the cell-edge.
This configuration is shown in Figure 2.3. The interference from the
users in the same cell can be strong related to the desired signal if
the desired user is far away from the serving BTS. Since the desired
users device is synchronized to the serving BTS, the interference in
the adjacent channel will also be synchronized to the desired signal.
In Chapter 3 we will see, how this effect is exploited for AC detection.
ACI is specified by the adjacent channel over desired users channel
power ratio (AC/C) in dB. For low modulation orders, a high AC/C is
specified, while for high modulation order a low AC/C is specified [9],
due to their sensitivity to interference. This can be seen in Figure 2.5.

2.2.2

Co-channel Interference

Organization of a wireless network into cells allows the reuse of frequencies. Naturally, the signal level does not become zero at cell edge
and may reach a cell which uses the same frequencies and hence cause
interference in the same frequency band. More precisely, co-channel
interference (CCI) arises from
• base-stations of non-neighboring cells, but the neighboring cluster1 which re-use the same GSM channel, and from
1 The distance between the BTS using the same frequency in two neighboring
clusters is called the reuse frequency.
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• other users. Although they are transmitting in the TX band
(located apart from the RX band), the non linearity of the power
amplifiers causes radio signals to leak with a certain strength
into the RX band of the desired user.
CCI arrives mainly from a distant cell, as illustrated in Figure 2.3,
hence, CCI has large delays and large angle spread. In TDMA networks, typically one or two strong interferers are present [27]. Due to
the distance of the emitted signal from the BTS in the neighbor cell,
a random timing offset will occur. Thus the trainings sequences will
not overlap. In other words, we are not synchronized in time with the
interfering user. This impedes the use of many interference suppression algorithms which are based on the estimation of the interfering
users channel impulse response.

2.2.3

Inter-Symbol Interference

The presence of inter-symbol interference (ISI) has multiple reasons.
One reason is multipath propagation, where reflections of the current
symbol on the radio channel arrive with a delay and interfere with
subsequent symbols. In the GSM/EDGE system this is heavily the
case as can be seen by the ratio channel profiles shown in the following, and forms substantial motivation for this thesis. The power
delay profiles in the channel impulse response have influence on the
computational complexity of the receiver.
Radio Channel Profiles
To cover different environmental conditions, the standard specifies
four channel profiles [9] which define the delay and the amplitude
of the reflections in the channel impulse response. The typical urban
(TU) and the hilly terrain (HT) power delay profiles are more relevant
for real- world operation, while the static channel (ST) profile and the
equalizer test (EQ) channel profile are relevant for testing purposes.
The different channel profiles are shown in Figure 2.4, whereupon in
this work mainly the TU and the HT channel profile are used.
Another reason for ISI is system-inherent to the GSM/EDGE
system. ISI is caused inherently even without the presence of multipath propagation because the symbol rate is higher than the excess
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Figure 2.4: GSM/EDGE radio channel profiles, normalized to unit
energy.

bandwidth. This type of ISI is also called system inherent ISI and
also includes the pulse shaping filter in the transmitter. In addition
a mismatched sampling point at the receiver can contribute to ISI. In
our system model, also the transmit pulse shaping filter is included in
the channel estimation, as can be seen in Figure 2.2.

2.2.4

Interference in Rx-diversity E-EDGE Terminals

Since 3GPP release 9 [9], the concept of Rx-diversity was introduced
to increase the downlink performance of a mobile station. Rx-diversity
is a prime feature for interference cancellation. Accordingly, a new set
of performance requirements was specified. The Rx-diversity feature
leads to implementation challenges mainly on the mobile station side
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and also enables new possibilities on the network side. Rx- diversity significantly increases the robustness against CCI, which allows
a much smaller reuse distance, hence smaller cell clusters. It has
therefore strong influence on the frequency reuse factor, and thus on
the planning of the cellular network. By increasing the frequency reuse
factor, the network capacity can be increased. The strict hexagonal
cell pattern can be slackened, which enables new possibilities for
small cells such as pico-cells or nano- cells and is a first step towards
post-cellular networks.

2.2.5

Performance Metrics

As performance metrics uncoded bit-error-rate (UBER), the codedbit-error-rate (BER), block error-rate (BLER) and for the voice channels frame-erasure-rate (FER) are used. Those metrics have to be
achieved for different reference performance specifications. A reference performance is in most cases composed of three values, namely
a BER, BLER or FER to be achieved at a certain Rx-signal power
level (sensitivity performance) or at a certain interference power over
signal power ratio (interference performance) under the application of
a certain ratio channel profile. The reference interference ratios for
ACs (C/AC) and CCs (C/CC) is shown in Figure 2.5.
In recent releases of the specifications, also some tighter features
have been released, e.g. to increase network capacity. Some of them
are summarized under the term Downlink Advanced Receiver Performance (DARP). In DARP phase II, where Rx-diversity is used, huge
performance gains in terms of sensitivity and interference performance
are specified.The differences in terms of interference ratio for DARPII
MSs can be seen in Figure 2.5.

2.2.6

System Model for Rx-diversity Interference

At mobile station side, the most appropriate model takes into account
one single TX antenna and multiple RX antennas. Two parameters
are specified in the Rx-diversity model. Correlation between two Rxstreams ρ and gain imbalance G. The channel model for each user
or interferer is a single input multiple output (SIMO) channel model
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Figure 2.5: Reference interference ratios for the different modulation
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since due to Rx-diversity in E-EDGE one transmit and multiple (two)
receive antennas are present.
For symbol detection, the discrete time domain baseband model
in Equation (2.2) is considered of the received symbols.
yk =

L−1
X
l=0

hk ak−l +

J L̃−1
X
X

j

h̃k ãjk−l ej2πfj + nk

(2.2)

j=1 l=0

The baseband signal at the two receive antennas at time index k is
arranged in the two-element column vector y k which contains the
h
iT
(1) (2)
Rx symbols of the two antennas y k = yk , yk
. The vector
(1)

(2)

hk = [hk , hk ]T contains two estimated channel taps of the desired
j

user and h̃ contains analogously two estimated channel taps of the
j-th interferer. L is the length of the channel and L̃ the length
of the interferers channel respectively. Depending on whether an
interference is in the adjacent band (AC interference) or in the same
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PS

PS

PS

Figure 2.6: System model for Rx-diversity with different interferers.
PS denotes the pulse shaping filter at the transmitter.

band as the desired user (CC interference) three different values for
fj are possible: fj ∈ {−200 kHz, 0, +200 kHz}. The effect of the
multipath channel is modeled by the multiplication of the eight last
transmitted symbols ak = [ak . . . ak−7 ]T and the channel matrix H
which consists of the CIR of each Rx-stream arranged in two rows
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(0)

(1)

H = [h{0...L−1} , h{0...L−1} ]T . This allows us to write Equation 2.2 in
matrix form
J
X
y k = Hak +
H j ak ej2πfj + nk .
(2.3)
j=1

Thermal noise and interference is summarized in the additive term
nk .
In many cases we do not want to consider the interferers explicitly
in our model and just consider them as noise. Also in many cases we
are interested to have a vector y which contains received symbols of
multiple time indices k of a single of of two antennas. For this we
arrange H in a convolutional matrix H̄. The resulting discrete time
observation model is given by
y = H̄a + n

(2.4)

for the received symbols, where y is a vector containing the received
symbols y = [y1 . . . yM +L−1 ]T , a is a vector containing the transmitted symbols a = [a1 . . . aM +L−1 ]T which are drawn from a symbol
alphabet A. H̄ is a (M + L) × M convolutional channel matrix
built from the channel impulse response h{0...L} of length L + 1. n
is a vector containing noise realizations drawn from a independent
and identically distributed zero mean circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian distribution with with variance N0 .

2.3

Synchronization and Cell Selection

To ensure reliable data transmission and reception from the mobile
station to the BTS and vice versa, besides interference suppression,
synchronization is necessary. In GSM two types of synchronization
are distinguished: time and frequency synchronization. Time synchronization is a fundamental ingredient of a TDMA scheme, because
each mobile station (MS) has it’s time slot assigned when the MS shall
send or receive.
Frequency synchronization is necessary because the oscillator in
the MS2 can not be set accurately enough to the carrier frequency
2 typically

a digitally controlled crystal oscillator (DCXO)
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of the BTS off-the-shelf. Moreover oscillators of cellular IoT modules
shall keep low-cost attitude and can hence suffer from a significant
frequency drift over time. The MS is asked to estimate the mismatch
between the carrier frequency of the BTS and the MS on behalf of
signals which have been foreseen in the GSM system for this issue.
In the GSM system, the BCCH (Broadcast Control Channel) carriers provide the necessary information for synchronization. A frequency burst (FB), which contains a complex sinusoid with a frequency of 67.7 kHz above the carrier frequency as shown in Figure 2.1
(b).

2.3.1

Synchronization Procedure

When the MS is switched on, the fist task is to measure the power
of all GSM channels in the band. Than the MS shall monitor the
BCCH of the band with the highest power level and synchronize to
it in frequency. The tasks to achieve frequency synchronization are
(a) the detection of a FB, and then (b), the estimation of the carrier
frequency offset by means of the FB’s complex sinusoid. After successful FB detection and frequency offset estimation, the local oscillator
of the MS is tuned in order to establish frequency synchronization.
Constant monitoring of the BTSs surrounding the MS requires FB
detection (FBD) and frequency offset estimation (FOE) during normal
operation.
Time synchronization is done coarsely with the FB, since after
successful FB detection the MS knows it’s position in a multi-frame.
Fine time synchronization is possible on behalf of the synchronization
burst (SB) shown in Figure 2.1 (c). The extended training sequence
of the SB has good correlation properties. Therefore the MS can find
precise timing via a matched filter. Besides the extended training
sequence, the SB contains also the glimpse of a payload, including the
frame number and the BSIC.
To ease the handover between cells, a MS must keep time synchronization to all neighbor cells. This includes knowing the position of
the SB of each neighbor cell.
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Summary

In this chapter, we presented the main signal processing tasks to
deal with in an Evolved GSM/EDGE baseband. We explained the
system model and performance metrics. The specifications explained
in this chapter are the frame conditions for algorithm and hardware
architectures in the next chapters.

Chapter 3

Baseband Algorithms
for Interference
Suppression
The interference types and the features of the E-EDGE standard
introduced in the previous chapter open up a wide design space for
interference suppression algorithms. In this chapter, an overview
over the most widely used algorithms for suppressing the interferences explained in the previous chapter is given. The most promising
candidates, which match the low-complexity requirements of a mobile
device for the cellular IoT are highlighted. In addition a novel method
for ACI suppression based on oversampled minimum mean squared
error (MMSE) filtering and a novel method for channel shortening
based on maximization of the mutual information rate is presented.
To cope with interference, the possibilities of spatial oversampling
with multiple receive antennas available and temporal oversampling,
when the received signal is sampled at a rate multiple times faster
than symbol rate is investigated.
In the next section an overview of the types of interference suppression algorithms is given and the decoupled multi-stage interference
suppression is introduced. In the sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 the
27
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the most prominent interference suppression
algorithms. In this thesis focus is put on methods in bold frames.

algorithms used in the decoupled approach are explained and their
performance is evaluated.

3.1

Overview of Interference Suppression
Algorithms

There exists a vast amount of interference suppression (and cancellation) algorithms in the literature. An overview over the most
prominent algorithms for interference suppression is given in Figure 3.1. In the diagram we distinguish between blind and non-blind
algorithms, whereby blind stands for non-data-aided. For Evolved
GSM/EDGE this means, that no knowledge about the transmitted
symbols is available (no use of TSC symbols). Some of them were
proposed as single antenna interference cancellation (SAIC) [27] in the
early days of GSM, where only GMSK modulation was used. Hence
they also only consider GMSK interference, by exploiting GMSK
modulation properties. However in E-EDGE interference with all
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other modulation types has to be considered, which makes most SAIC
algorithms not applicable to E-EDGE. SAIC works only for onedimensional modulation schemes, this means, it would work only for
GMSK. In the following, the methods investigated in this thesis are
briefly.
Blind methods. For blind methods no channel knowledge is
required. Blind Source Separation (BSS) [28] can be used for GSM
as shown in [29] where a BSS based linear equalizer is derived which
exploits properties of the GMSK modulation and fractional sampling.
However, BSS-type algorithms do not show sufficient performance
and are limited to GMSK modulation. The simplest blind method
is bandwidth adaptive filtering (BAF) [26, 30], where the bandwidth
of the receive filter is adjusted for suppressing adjacent channels in the
neighbor bands. The method requires an oversampled receive signal
and knowledge about the location and power of the AC. Filter design
can be done in frequency domain. BAF has the advantage, that no
synchronization between the receiver and the transmitter is required.
It is further explained in Section 3.2.
Diversity combining methods. Most combining methods are
based on spatial diversity and thus require at least two receive streams.
The most prominent combining method is maximum ratio combining [31], in which the SNR is maximized. Interference suppression
variants of maximum ratio combining (MRC) have also been proposed [32–35]. Since combining methods combine both streams and
have only a single output stream, only one equalizer is required which
leads to complexity savings. In the combining methods discussed
in this work, the diversity branches are combined before subsequent
ISI equalization. Combining methods for E-EDGE are explained in
Section 3.3.
MMSE methods. Minimum mean square error (MMSE) is a
widely used criterion for linear detection. A linear MMSE filter can
be estimated from arbitrary diversity branches. In this work, oversampling (frequency) diversity and Rx (spatial) diversity is exploited.
MMSE based space-time processing has its origin in array processing
closely related to beamforming and was exhaustively investigated by
Paulraj et. al. [36–38]. Compared to blind and combining methods,
MMSE methods are more sophisticated, can include matrix inversions, and thus lead to higher computational complexity than blind
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or diversity combining methods. However they achieve a superior
performance than blind or combining methods as will shown in Section 3.4.

Trellis detection methods. [39–41] Trellis detection algorithms
are suitable for ISI suppression. They achieve especially good performance if soft-values (soft-outputs) are delivered to the subsequent
channel decoder. One of the most famous soft-output trellis-based
detectors is the maximum-a-posteriori detector (maximum a posteriori
(MAP)), also known as BCJR algorithm [39]. It is closely related
to the maximum likelihood sequence estimation (maximization likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE)) detector , and achieves the same
performance when an equally distributed symbol alphabet is used.
The MAP algorithms is suitable to exploit multiple delayed copies of
the received signal. It is the optimal detector for ISI channels. Unfortunately its complexity grows exponentially with the channel length,
leading to an extremely high number of trellis states. Therefore
various low-complexity derivatives of the MLSE have been presented.
A widespread setup which allows to keep computational complexity
low is the use of a channel shortening (CS) filter, which shortens the
channel impulse response. After channel shortening the equalizer can
operate on fewer trellis states. Sequence detection can be performed
either on the Forney or the Ungerboeck observation model for the
wireless channel. The MAP algorithm and channel shortening algorithms for ISI suppression on both observation models are discussed
in Section 3.5.

Multiuser detection methods. GSM/EDGE is by nature is
not a multiuser system. Although interferers (especially co-channel
interferers) can be seen as users, which receive and transmit data
which does not belong to the desired user. In multiuser detection, the
interfering users on the co-channels are detected and their channel impulse response is estimated. This is an expensive task, since we do not
know which training sequence code the interferers are using. Paulraj
states in [38], that both CCI and ISI can be suppressed optimally with
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multi-user detection. This approach performs maximum likelihood
detection for the user and each CC as shown in Equation 3.1.
â0 , â1 , â2 . . . âJ = arg min
â0 ,â1 ,â2 ...âJ

y k − Hak −

J
X

2

(3.1)

H j ck

j=1

F

Since this approach requires the estimation of the channel of the
interferers, this implies that the transceiver of the desired user is
synchronized to the interferers, which further increases complexity.
Due to the high complexity, multiuser detection is not considered in
this work.

3.1.1

Decoupled Interference Suppression

Obviously, different types of algorithms are suitable for different types
of interference. In Figure 3.2 an overview is given, which algorithm is
suitable for which interference type. Also a reference to a corresponding publication and the section which is subject to the algorithm is
given. The fields marked with a red cross indicate that the method is
not feasible for the according interference type.
Spatial combining and MMSE algorithms are less sensitive to model
mismatches than sequence detectors. Based on that, Pauljaj et. al.
in [37,38] recommend a decoupled two-stage approach to suppress CCI
in the first stage via an MMSE filter (a linear equalizer) and ISI in a
second stage with sequence detection. Throughout the ISI suppression
and equalization literature also a two-stage approach has paved its
way. Simply because MLSE complexity grows exponentially with the
length of the channel the use of a channel shortening filter, which
in most cases also is a linear equalizer, is recommended. This leads
to the decoupled interference suppression setup shown in Figure 3.3
for the baseband algorithms. In this four stage setup with a BAF,
ACI is suppressed in the fist stage. In the second stage where spatial
combining or MMSE-filtering is used, CCI and ACI is suppressed. In
the last two stages channel shortening via a linear filter and ISI suppression via sequence detection is applied. In the following sections,
the algorithms along the four stage approach are explained and their
performance is evaluated. Let’s start with the bandwidth adaptive
filtering in the next section.
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Figure 3.2: Feasibility and application of interference cancellation
algorithms treated in this thesis for different types of interference and
the according publications.

3.2

Bandwidth Adaptive Filtering

Since the location of the AC in frequency domain is known, the most
intuitive way for ACI suppression is to design a low-pass filter, whose
passband covers the band of the desired user and whose stopband
suppresses the AC in the neighbor band. A low pass filter is present
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Figure 3.3: Four stage interference suppression setup with baseband
algorithms mapped onto the Rx-chain.

in the Rx chain inherently in form of an anti- aliasing-filter1 , due
to the oversampled output of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
Hence using a filter for joint anti-aliasing and AC suppression is a
feasible option. Naturally, the anti-aliasing filter also suppresses part
of the AC. However since the bands are overlapping in GSM/EDGE
(see Section 2.2.1 in the previous chapter) a filter designed for sole
anti-aliasing tolerates too much interference, especially in case of an
AC which is stronger than the desired signal band. Therefore the filter
bandwidth has to be set according to the power of the AC, which
requires detection of presence and power of an AC. In this section
we define filter bandwidth as the half power bandwidth. In addition
AC suppression filters have an impact on the sensitivity performance,
e.g. because of a sharp filter required to suppress the AC. Hence,
AC detection is favorable just enable AC suppression when an AC is
present. This leads to the necessity of AC detection methods, which
are discussed next.

1 In

many publications this filter is called receive filter.
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3.2.1

AC Detection

The detection of the channel in the adjacent band can be done in
multiple ways. Naturally, all of the approaches require an oversampled
signal to cover the bandwidth in which the AC, or residual parts of
the AC are situated. In this work, we analyze:
• power based,
• correlation based, and
• phase based
AC detection methods. Frequency domain methods for AC detection
are also possible, but they are a complexity overkill, because they
require spectral analysis, and hence are not considered in this work.
Power based AC detection
The simplest method for detecting the presence of an AC is to measure
the power in its frequency band and eventually to compare it with the
power of the desired signal. This approach requires only filtering of
the adjacent channel’s band and the calculation of the mean signal
power
N
1 X
2
p=
|yk |
(3.2)
N
k=1

over N samples. However this approach does not lead to very reliable
detection results as will be shown at the end of this section. It is
suffering from a high false alarm rate low SNR levels, because with a
power measurement it is not possible to distinguish between a modulated AC and noise in the adjacent band. More reliable approaches
with a higher detection accuracy make use course of the adjacent
channel’s phase or the correlation between I- and Q-samples. Those
two approaches will be explained next.
I/Q correlation based AC Detection
Oversampled in phase and quadrature samples have distinctive patterns which can be exploited for AC detection since they originate
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from modulated GMSK or QAM signals. The method presented in
the patent in [42] is based on the analysis of the correlations between
the I- and the Q-samples of an oversampled baseband signal which
is high-pass filtered, such that everything in the spectrum except the
AC is suppressed. For the analysis of the I/Q samples a correlation
matrix is estimated. The estimation of the correlation matrix is done
upon a vector with four entries, which is built from the two fold
oversampled baseband signal as shown in Equation (3.3). The vector
v[m] is composed of the even and odd I- and Q samples of the received
signal y[m]. Note, that the samples at time index k + 12 result from
oversampling. k is the time index at symbol rate. Thus with k + 12
we refer to the index of the odd sample, while with k + 21 we refer to
the index of the even sample.


ykI
 yQ 
 k 
(3.3)
vk =  yI

 k+ 1 
2

Q
yk+
1
2

From v k the correlation matrix Rvv is computed over M samples as
shown in Equation (3.4). In our case, for two-fold oversampling, Rvv
is matrix of sixe 4×4.
Rvv =

M
1 X
v k v ∗k
M

(3.4)

k=1

According to common knowledge, I- and Q-samples are uncorrelated.
This is true on symbol rate. However on oversampled signals, I- and
Q- samples are not uncorrelated anymore. One symbol is represented
by more than one point in the constellation plot and hence may have
the same sign as its predecessor and thus induces correlation. In
this work we use two-fold oversampling after the high-passed filtered
signal. In case of no AC, every sampled data point will be located in
a random location in the I/Q diagram.
For an intuitive explanation of the I/Q correlation method, we
make use of two sinusoids which are spaced apart by the GSM/EDGE
carrier spacing, namely 200kHz. They represent the desired users
signal and the AC as shown in Figure 3.6. In the I/Q plane, the
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Q

Q

I

Figure 3.4: Even and odd
sampling points on the I/Q
plane without AC.

I

Figure 3.5: Even and odd
sampling points on the I/Q
plane in presence of an AC.

sinusoid of the desired users signal is oversampled by a factor of two.
This causes four points in the I/Q plane as shown in Figure 3.4.
Between each point lies an angle of π/2. Now a frequency shift is
applied to the signal. If we shift the signal towards fs /2, the angle
of π/2 will become 0, until we have only two points in the I/Q plane
as visualized in Figure 3.5. If we look at the average location of the
I- and the Q- values by computing the correlation it becomes visible,
if our signal is more likely to be represented by four points or by two
points in the I/Q plane. If only the AC is present, the signal is not
oversampled anymore, resulting in only two entries in the I/Q plane,
as shown in Figure 3.5 or the second row of Figure 3.6. In presence of
an AC, the oversampled high- pass filtered signal can not be viewed
as oversampled anymore.
Naturally, the autocorrelation discards phase information. However oversampled autocorrelation can deliver information about sampling point position. Therefore, the entries in the correlation matrix
Rvv indicate, if the signal with which Rvv is estimated is likely to be
represented by two or four I/Q points, and hence if an AC is present
or not. More precisely, the even Q sample and the odd I sample (and
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I

Q

signal after HP
in case no AC

signal after HP
in case of AC

signal after HP
in case of noise

symbol period

Figure 3.6: Illustration of high-pass filtered I- and Q-samples in case
of no AC, AC and noise.

vice versa) will show correlation in presence of an AC, as shown in
Equation (3.5). This will be explained in detail in the following.
n
o
n
o
Q
I
E ykI yk+
= E ykQ yk+
1
1

(3.5)

2

2

A signal impaired by an AC can be seen as a frequency shifted version
of the desired users signal, as shown in Equation (3.6) or (3.7).
ynoAC,k+ 21

=

Q
I
ynoAC,k+
1 + jy
noAC,k+ 1

=

2

2

yk+ 12 e2π∆f


Q
I
yk+
e2π∆f
1 + jy
1
k+
2

2

Q
Hence, yk+
1 can be written as
2

Q
I
ynoAC,k+
cos(2π∆f ).
1 sin(2π∆f ) + y
noAC,k+ 1
2

2

(3.6)
(3.7)
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Inserting this result into (3.5) leads to
n
o
Q
E ykI yk+
=
1

2
n h
io
Q
I
E ykI ynoAC,k+
sin(2π∆f
) + ynoAC,k+
1
1
2

2

This results in Equation (3.8)
n
o
n
o
Q
I
I
E ykI yk+
= E yk+
sin(2π∆f ),
1y
1
1
noAC,k+
2

2

2

(3.8)

n
o
Q
I
since E yk+
= 0 because of the uncorrelated I/Q sam1y
noAC,1+ 1
2

2

ples of the same time index k + 12 . In other words, this means, the
I sample i02 is rotated until it becomes the Q-sample q2 in case of
presence of an AC, as shown in Figure 3.6. The impact of the presence
of an AC on the correlation matrix is clearly visible in Figure 3.7,
where compared to the correlation matrix in Figure 3.8 the elements
(4,1) and (1,4) show a larger absolute value.
The actual detection is done as follows: the entries of the correlation matrix are compared to threshold values for the AC detection
and combined with power measurements of the received signal before
and after the high-pass filter.
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Phase based AC Detection

From the previous method we have seen, that an AC can be seen
as a channel with a large frequency offset. This is exploited also in
this method, but in contrast to correlations, phase computations are
used. This algorithm is also analyzed at two-fold oversampling and
employees a high-pass filter to roughly extract the AC. The proposed
detection method exploits the accumulation of the phase angles of the
adjacent channel signals samples at two-fold oversampling. A signal
flow diagram of the phase based AC detection is shown in Figure 3.9.

HP

unwrap

if x < -th:
ac = -1
elseif x > th:
ac = 1
else:
ac = 0

AC

Figure 3.9: Signal flow graph of phase based AC detection.
In the following the phase based AC detection method will be
explained. A frequency domain representation of a received signal of
the desired user yk and an interferer in an adjacent band ỹk can be
written as
Y (ejω ) = Y (ejω ) + Ỹ (ejfint 2π ).
Where fint is the frequency of the adjacent channel of ± 200 KHz as
explained in Section 2.2.6. The spectra of the adjacent channel Ỹ can
be extracted approximately by high pass filtering Y (ejω ):
Ỹ (ejω ) ≈ Y (ejω )HHP (ej2πfint ).
The inverse Fourier transform of Ỹ (ejω ) results in a conjugate complex
(rotated) version of the time domain samples if the interferer would be
in the desired users band ỹk0 ej2πfint . Thus, the filtered signal Ỹ (ejω )
can be seen as a phase-shifted version of the desired signal as shown
in Equation (3.9).
Ỹ (ejω ) ≈ Ỹ 0 (e±jfint 2π )
(3.9)
In case the unwrapped argument φAC,k of ỹk0 ejfint 2π follows a ramp
function an adjacent channel is detected at fint . The ramp function
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of φAC,k is detected by taking the derivative of it. The variance of the
derivative is an indicator for the linearity of the ramp. In this way a
threshold decision can be performed. Hence it is intuitive to detect
the AC by observing the phase of Ỹ in time domain:
F −1 (Ỹ ) = ỹk e±fint ·2π·k

(3.10)

The unwrapped phase is a linear function (3.11) of which we can
compute the derivation to detect the presence and direction of an AC.
The position of the AC is detected from the sign of the unwrapped
phase.
φAC,k = ∠ {ỹk } ≈ ±fint · k

(3.11)

This method requires only one single threshold to set. A low threshold
allows a high false alarm rate, in case of just noise and no AC being
present. To improve the detection accuracy, the estimation of the
derivative of (3.11) can be improved by combining the result with
power measurements of the signal before and after high-pass filtering.
th ≶

M
1 X
φAC,k
M

(3.12)

k=1

The received and high-pass filtered signal, the phase, the unwrapped
phase and a histogram of the phase differences can be seen in Figure 3.10. It can be observed, that the phase differences have their
mean around 200/270 ≈ 0.74 rad.
Performance of AC detection methods
The detection probability was assessed for the three detection algorithms for a fixed detection length, for the same high pass filter and
front-end setup. In all methods, the detection probability and the
false alarm rate (i.e., when the algorithm detects an AC while no
AC is present) form a trade-off. Threshold values of the different
methods were set, such that a false alarm rate of 1% is achieved
at an SNR level of −5 dB. Simulations were performed over 1200
bursts in a Typical Urban scenario. The results of the simulation are
plotted in Figure 3.11. The power based AC detection shows the worst
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Figure 3.10: Internal signals of phase based AC detection. The last
row shows a histogram of the phase differences, which indicate the
presence of an AC.

detection performance. The phase based- and the correlation based
method show better performance. The phase method outperforms
correlation based patent method. Although it shall be noted, that
it requires a phase computation while the correlation method only
requires multiply-accumulate operations. The phase based method
and the I/Q correlation based method are algorithms of the same type.
The correlation based algorithm exploits the position of the sampling
point of the AC. This can be seen as a very coarse phase measurement.
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Since the correlation approach checks only if in a certain position
of the phase a signal constellation point is present and is therefore
suboptimal compared to the phase based approach.
At this point it shall be noted, that phase-based and I/Q correlation based detection can result in an ambiguity on the polarity of the
AC, i.e., if an AC is present on both sides of the desired users channel.
In contrast, power level detection does not suffer from an ambiguity.
In case of detecting the position of an AC, a non-symmetric HP filter
could be used, e.g. a complex- valued FIR filter. However, since
the adjacent channel on both sides are positioned 400 kHz apart, the
RX-spectrum over this bandwidth is less likely to be flat. Hence this
situation occurs very seldom in a real-world scenario.
The result of the AC detection is used to choose filter passband
bandwidth. How the cut-off frequency is mapped to the result of an
AC detection for different modulation orders is investigated in the
following section. It will become clear, that reliable AC detection is
necessary, even for the higher modulation orders.
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Figure 3.11: AC detection performance of the three methods in terms
of detection probability over AC power.
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3.2.2

Performance of BAF

The performance has been simulated for different bandwidths of the
AC filter. The influence of SNR and ACI has been investigated on a
GMSK testcase (CS1) and a testcase with the higher order modulation 32-QAM (DAS10). The BLER for different filter bandwidths is
plotted in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 for the TU50 channel profile.
In both figures, the sensitivity performance and the AC performance
is plotted over the decimation filter bandwidth. The performance for
ACI as well as noise shows bad performance at high and low filter
bandwidths. Low filter bandwidths have a long impulse response and
thus introduce additional ISI, which decreases the performance. High
filter bandwidths (above Nyquist frequency fs /2 = 270.8/2 kHz) cause
aliasing and thus increase the noise level because adjacent frequency
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Figure 3.12: ACI and sensitivity performance for GMSK (CS1)
scenario for different filter bandwidths on a TU50 channel.
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band are folded into the desired users band. From this plot, we
can also observe, that no filter bandwidth performs well under both
sensitivity and ACI. What is further important to observe, is that for
32-QAM the performance loss when varying the filter bandwidth in a
certain range leads to an identical performance loss for AC and noise.
This is because of the relatively weak AC which is specified for higher
order modulations.
Although the AC specified for the 32-QAM schemes is relatively
weak, as shown in Figure 2.5, there is no single bandwidth setting
which leads to optimum ACI- and sensitivity performance. This
observation justifies the need for a reliable AC detection also for
ACs with power levels far below the desired users signal. Let us
explain this for the 32-QAM case. First, we use a filter bandwidth
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Figure 3.13: ACI and sensitivity performance for 32-QAM (DAS10)
scenario for different filter bandwidths on a TU50 channel.
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of 155 kHz, which is the optimal filter bandwidth for the noise only
case. Then in the next burst, an AC arises and we have to change
the filter bandwidth to 110 kHz, which is the optimal bandwidth for
ACI. In case we keep using the 140 kHz bandwidth, e.g. due to wrong
AC detection, we suffer from a performance loss of above factor ten
in terms of coded BLER. Hence we need to adjust the bandwidth
according to the AC power. The only AC detection method, which is
able to detect ACs with a power level 10 dB below the desired signal
is the phase based detection, as explained in 3.2.1.
Using a narrow-band filter after detection of a strong AC has
impact on the sensitivity performance because a narrow-band filter
has a long impulse response. Therefore additional ISI is introduced.
In other words, with the BAF approach we trade strong rejection of
an AC against tolerable ISI. In case of a strong AC, sensitivity is
a secondary interference source. As we have shown in [43], for the
GMSK case, the narrowest 54 kHz filter allows an AC to be 21 dB
stronger than the desired signal.
In [26] the performance of receive filters was analyzed analytically.
The plots Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.12 show the same tradeoff between
ACI and SNR performance for different receive filter bandwidths.
Filter-based AC suppression will always be suboptimal, because specially for the higher-order modulations of E-EDGE, information is
contained in the side-lobes, which are inherently interfered by the
AC. This also corresponds with the relatively low AC power, which
is specified for the 16-QAM and 32-QAM modulation and coding
schemes. This is also shown in Figure 2.5 in Chapter 2.

3.3

Diversity Combining

Combining methods use spacial diversity whereas multiple copies of
the received signal from different antennas are exploited. In case
of E-EDGE two fold Rx-diversity is available. Therefore combining
methods might be an option. In selective combing, a single Rx-stream
which is favorable regarding the desired metric is chosen for reception
while the other Rx-stream is dropped. Such a metric can be the signal
to noise ratio or the received signal power. In precombining methods,
both streams are added together to a single stream, which is then
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processed by the sequence detector (equalizer). Precombining methods have the advantage, that the sequence detector is not affected,
since the streams are combined before sequence detection, only one
sequence detector is required instead of two detectors or an detector
which is capable of processing both streams.
MRC and IRC are two suitable precombining methods and thus explained next. Post-combining methods, where streams are combined
after sequence detection are not addressed in this work.

3.3.1

Maximum Ratio Combining

In case of Rx-branches which are impaired by additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) independently from each other, and a single tap channel optimum combining can be achieved via maximum ratio combining
(MRC) [25]. MRC compensates the phases of the channel tap hk , by
multiplying with it’s complex conjugate h∗k . However, in GSM/EDGE
in most practical cases more taps than one are present as explained
in Section 2.2.3. In case of multiple taps MRC can also be used. To
consider multiple channel taps, a matched filter of h is applied to each
diversity branch. Afterwards the streams are summed [44]. For the
single tap case as well as for the case with multiple taps MRC achieves
the array gain.
However, in MRC it is assumed, that AWGN is the only source
of interference. Therefore in many practical setups MRC is no longer
the best solution, due to the presence of ACI and CCI and the fact
that today’s cellular networks [26] are rather interference limited than
noise limited.

3.3.2

Interference Ratio Combining

The interference ratio combining (IRC) approach is closely related
to MRC in which is assumed, that the received signals are impaired
by AWGN. While MRC is the optimal combing method for AWGN,
IRC is the optimal combining algorithm for spatially correlated interference sources. In some books this method is also called optimum
combining, because it takes into account spatial correlation. The
IRC algorithm performs spatial whitening. Interference Rejection
Combining (IRC) was first proposed in [32], and later applied to the
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GSM standard in [33]. In [34] an application of IRC to the EDGE
standard was proposed. A low complexity variant of IRC is presented
in [35]. At the origins of GSM deployment, IRC was mainly used at
base-station side, since there antenna arrays are present. However,
since recently also for mobile stations Rx-diversity is specified, it
makes sense to apply IRC also on the mobile station in which E-EDGE
serves as a fallback solution. On a mobile station typically there
are not more than two antennas present, therefore only a 2×2 noise
covariance matrix has to be inverted.
The signal flow graph of the two-fold IRC method is shown in
Figure 3.14. The algorithm is a linear combination of the matched

Figure 3.14: Signal flow graph for IRC with two RX-streams.

filters of the branches weighted by the elements of the inverse spatial
noise and interference covariance. In the derivation of the IRC filter
it is visible how IRC is exploiting the spatial correlation of the noise
and the interference. Thus, IRC is closely related to MRC and even
further, in case of zero off-diagonal elements in the covariance matrix,
IRC is equivalent to maximum ratio combining.
To obtain the weights for the matched filters, the spatial noise
and interference covariance matrix is estimated from vector e which
contains interference and noise. The vector e is computed from the
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channel impulse response estimates, the received signal and the known
transmitted signal at position of the training sequence and is given by
ek = y k − H H ak ,
which is then used to estimate Ree over the length of the training
sequence symbols MTSC , where µ denotes the mean of the vector
containing interference and noise,
Ree =

MTSC
1 X
∗
(ek − µ) (ek − µ) .
2

(3.13)

k=1

The complexity of the estimation grows linearly with the number of
receive antennas. Also MRC and IRC makes the CIR longer, which
increases the computational load of the sequence detector.
In IRC, noise and interference is assumed to be a zero-mean stationary Gaussian process with second-order statistics specified by Ree .
On behalf of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, similarly to the MRC
derivation, the SINR cost function (3.14) can be rewritten as shown
in Equation (3.15).
n
o
2
E wH Hak
n
o
SINR =
(3.14)
2
E |wH ek |
n
o
2
2
E |a| wH H
2
− 12

H
(3.15)
SINR =
≤
R
ee
H
E wH ek ek w
In (3.15) equality occurs only if (3.16) is valid. From Equation (3.16)
it is visible, that the IRC algorithm is a linear combination of the
matched filters of the branches weighted by the elements of the inverse spatial noise and interference covariance. α is a factor to avoid
numerical instabilities.
wH = α R−1
ee H

H

(3.16)

The filter coefficients w , which are of the same length as the channel
vector h, are then convolved with the received signal and added up
to a single stream as shown in Figure 3.14. In addition, also the
H
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estimated channel impulse responses, which are afterwards used by
the sequence detector are convolved with wH . However, a second
channel estimate is recommended, since the first estimate is performed
on received symbols which contain interference and is thus of minor
quality. The performance of IRC and MRC is compared to the MMSE
filter suppression algorithms at the end of the next section.

3.4

Linear MMSE Filtering

The origins of MMSE applied to spacial and temporal diversity can be
found in array processing literature, e.g. [36], but in general, a MMSE
estimate can be formulated with matrices of arbitrary dimensions.
In wireless communications, MMSE filter is typically used for linear
equalization, where the error
eLE
k = yk − ŷk + nk = yk −

L−1
X

ak hk−l + nk

(3.17)

l=0

is defined. The MMSE solution for the filter weight vector W LE is
given in Equation (3.18). It is derived from the ratio of the power
spectral densities SSXY
, which can be obtained from (3.17) by using
YY
the orthogonality principle [25].
W LE = arg min(eLE ) = H̄ H̄ H̄ H + N0 I

−1

(3.18)

W LE

In this error definition, the ISI is part of the error, which in our decoupled approach is not favorable because as explained at the beginning
of this chapter, a trellis detector is better suited for ISI suppression.
Another important difference to note is, that in (3.18) the filter order
is a design parameter which can be scaled to any dimension by just
extending the channel matrices, while in (3.21) the filter order is
constraint by the dimensions of the Toeplitz matrix Y which are
bound to the number of available training symbols MTSC .
ek =

LX
W −1
l=0

wk yk−l −

L−1
X
l=0

ak hk−l ,

(3.19)
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where the ISI is not seen as part of the error and is therefore conserved
for further processing. The error ek of each Rx-stream can be written
in matrix notation,
E = W Y − HA,
(3.20)
where E is the MDIV × (MTSC − L) error matrix and where L is the
length of the channel estimate and MTSC is the length of the training
sequence. MDIV is the number of diversity branches. The matrix
Y is a MDIV × LW × (MTSC − L) Toeplitz matrix containing the
received symbols at position of the training sequence. A is a MDIV ×
LW × (MTSC − L) Toeplitz matrix containing the modulated training
symbols. H is a MDIV × L matrix containing the estimates of the
channel impulse response. Thus, for E-EDGE, this method requires
two estimates of the channel impulse response. From equation (3.20)
the MMSE solution for the filter weight vector estimate W as given
in Equation (3.21) can be written.

−1
W = arg min(E) = HAY H Y Y H
(3.21)
W

The MMSE criterion guarantees an optimal trade-off between CCI
suppression and noise enhancement. By minimizing the error, the
signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) is maximized, as shown
in Equation 3.22.


kHAk2F
arg max{SINR} = arg max
(3.22)
kW Y − HAk2F
W
W
In the next two subsections, we apply the MMSE linear filter to
the space-time and the frequency-time dimensions to suppress CCI
and ACI. For both cases, Equation (3.21) is applied, with different
training matrices Y .

3.4.1

Space-Time MMSE Filter

Space time wireless communications [38, 45] is a widely researched
field, where a two dimensional MMSE estimator is employed to the
spacial and temporal dimensions. Therefore the Toeplitz matrix Y
is built from the received samples of both Rx-streams y (1) and y (2) .
The convolution of the received signal with the weight matrix can
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be visualized by splitting up the matrix into 4 vectors as shown in
Figure 3.15. The block diagram of the ST-MMSE is shown in Figure 3.15. For the special case of LW = 1 the ST-MMSE filter reduces
to a space-only MMSE filter, which zero-forces on the temporal ISI
and thus suffers from large noise enhancement.
The ST-MMSE filter weight matrix W hast filter taps in two
dimensions. The temporal taps contain the ISI, while the spatial taps
contain the CCI. Thus the spatial taps are useful for CCI suppression.
It shall be noted, that, the ST-MMSE linear filter of Figure 3.15,

computation of

ST-MMSE
Figure 3.15: ST-MMSE: Space-time filter with channel estimators in
its native setup.
which is designed to suppress CCI, can also be designed to shorten
the channel impulse response. For this a cost-function, optimized for
CCI suppression and channel shortening would be required.
MMSE filtering is also suitable for interference suppression in case
of a single Rx-stream, where the filter is reduced to a T-MMSE
filter. In that case, the dimensions of W reduce to [1 × LW ]. As
proposed in [37] a second channel estimation after the space- time
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filter is favorable. The second estimation is more accurate, since the
estimation is done on a signal where the CC is suppressed.

3.4.2

Frequency-time MMSE Filter

Within a single GSM/EDGE band, oversampling is not considered to
be feasible, as stated by many publications, e.g. [27, 46]. However, if
the oversampled signal contains the channel from the adjacent band,
or even residual parts of it, since the majority of the adjacent channel
might have been suppressed by earlier stages along the Rx-chain,
oversampling can be exploited for AC suppression.
Analogously to the space-time MMSE filter, the different samples
within one symbol can be used to form diversity branches. For twofold oversampling this means, the MMSE training matrix Y is built
from the even samples yk and the odd samples yk+ 12 . We only have
one Rx stream in this setup. In addition an oversampled modulated
reference symbols are required.

computation of

split
odd/
even

merge
odd/
even

2

FT-MMSE
Figure 3.16: FT-MMSE filter: ACI suppression with a linear MMSE
filter on an oversampled signal.

The error (3.19) in matrix form is given in Equation (3.20). Most
state-of-the art RF transceivers allow receiving samples on two- or
four-fold oversampling. By using oversampling of two, twice the bandwidth is received. In our case this means one adjacent GSM band
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merge
even and odd

2

SFT-MMSE

split
even and odd

split
even and odd

STMMSE

merge
even and odd

2

Figure 3.17: Joint SFT-MMSE: AC and CC suppression with one
4-fold MMSE filter and one 2-fold MMSE filters.

besides the band of the desired signal. In the adjacent GSM band
residual AC interference is present, which was not removed completely
by the filters in the analog front end.
A block diagram of the frequency-time MMSE interference suppressor is shown in Figure 3.16. It is the same setup as in Figure 3.15,
except that the diversity is taken from the odd and even samples
of an oversampled signal. The matrix containing the coefficients W
contains 4 FIR coefficient sets with length LW which are applied to
the two streams and then combined.

3.4.3

Space-Frequency-Time MMSE Filter

The space-time MMSE filter is designed to suppresses CCI, while the
Frequency-time MMSE filter is designed to suppresses ACI. In this
section, we combine those two approaches of the previous two sections.
We propose to add one more degree of diversity to the ST-MMSE of
the previous section, by also considering oversampling. Oversampling
comes for free in many cases, since sigma delta modulators are used
for A/D conversion. This provides motivation to extend space-time
processing to oversampling for AC suppression. The resulting joint
Space-Time- Frequency MMSE filter is shown in Figure 3.17. This is
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split
even and odd

FT-MMSE

merge
even and odd

2

ST-MMSE

split
even and odd

FT-MMSE

merge
even and odd

2

Figure 3.18: Decoupled SFT-MMSE filter (2×FT-MMSE+1×STMMSE): AC and CC suppression with three 2-fold MMSE filters and
channel estimators.

a promising approach, even more because modern RF transceivers
deliver oversampled data in most cases, due to the nature of the
analog-to-digital converters, for whose oversampling is a necessity to
achieve high performance [22].
The two branches resulting from the even and odd samples have
different characteristics than the two branches from the two receive
antennas. Therefore, the MMSE coefficient estimation might be suboptimal and error prone. Especially the error is also highly dependent on the number of coefficients which are estimated, i.e., the ST
filter length as is shown in the performance evaluation at the end of
this section. Therefore, decoupling the FT-MMSE filtering of both
Rx-streams by applying two Frequency-time MMSE filters on each
antenna stream in addition to a Space-Time MMSE filter leads to
better results. This setup of this decoupled SFT-MMSE filter is shown
in Figure 3.18.

3.4.4

Performance

The performance in terms of BLER was evaluated for the spatial diversity combining and MMSE methods on the receiver setup shown in
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Figure 3.3. For equalization, the trellis detector of [47] was used with
the channel shortening algorithm and the soft-output trellis detector
of [48]. For the combining methods a single stream trellis detector
is used, whereas for the MMSE filters a Rx- diversity capable trellis
detector was used.
We start the performance evaluation by looking at the combining
methods of the previous Section 3.3. The performance plot showing
the combining methods IRC and MRC and ST-MMSE filter can be
seen in Figure 3.19. MRC which in its nature is optimal for AWGN
shows the worst performance, and is taken as a reference for comparison. IRC shows a significant performance gain (up to 8 dB) over
MRC, since it takes into account the spatial correlations of the streams
in the weight computation. The ST-MMSE filters shows by far the
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Figure 3.19: Rx-diversity CCI suppression performance of combining
and MMSE methods.
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best performance, because in addition to the spatial properties they
consider temporal properties. They shows a performance gain of 12 dB
over MRC at a BLER of 10 %. These performance gains come at
the price of using two trellis detectors or a trellis detector which is
Rx-diversity capable instead of a single stream detector. Also the
influence of the ST-MMSE filter length is visible in Figure 3.19. Using
only two temporal coefficients instead of 4 results in a performance
loss of 1 dB. Two temporal coefficients are not enough to preserve the
ISI for the subsequent trellis detector, while 4 taps preserve most of
the ISI of the TU channel model.
The ACI suppression performance of the FT-MMSE and the TMMSE algorithm is plotted in Figure 3.20 for the 32-QAM single
antenna case. The performance of the FT-MMSE filter is compared
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Figure 3.20:
FT-MMSE ACI suppression performance with
oversampled-MMSE algorithm.
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to the T-MMSE filter, which is a MMSE filter operating at symbol
rate without oversampling. This means, the estimated coefficients W
(Equation 3.18) of the T-MMSE filter contains only LW coefficients,
instead of 4 × LW coefficients as in the FT-MMSE filter. In addition
the performance without exploiting oversampling and without any
MMSE filter is plotted. At the required BLER of 10%, the oversampled MMSE method can tolerate an AC of 1.2 dB stronger, than with
methods which do not exploit oversampling.
Since CCI is present in the same frequency band as the desired
users signal, oversampling does not bring any performance gain for
CCI suppression. This was also stated by [38], page 227. Instead Rxdiversity is a promising feature for CCI suppression. In the following
it is shown, how the proposed SFT-MMSE filters of Figure 3.17 and
Figure 3.18 exploit Rx-diversity and oversampling-diversity jointly for
ACI suppression.
The ACI performance of ST-MMSE filter and the two SFT-MMSE
filters (joint and decoupled) is plotted in Figure 3.21. The performance of the four-fold SFT-MMSE shows strong dependence on the
filter length LW . With filter length LW = 4, the performance is worse
than the performance of the ST-MMSE filter. For a filter length of
two, the 4 fold SFT- MMSE shows a performance of around 0.8 dB
above the ST-MMSE filter. A possible reason for this is, that the
estimation of more taps induces a larger error. With fewer taps, more
training data is available for estimating fewer parameters.
The decoupled SFT-MMSE filter of Figure 3.18 shows even better
performance than the 4-fold MMSE filter. Naturally its performance
is also dependent on the filter length LW . It shows slightly better
performance for filter length of 2 and a performance gain of 0.7 dB for
a filter length of LW = 4. The curve with 2×FT-MMSE shows the
same performance as the decoupled SFT-MMSE filter. Thus omitting
the ST-MMSE leads to the same ACI performance because since it
operates on symbol rate and only suppresses CCI. The SFT-MMSE
filter is capable of jointly suppressing ACI and CCI. Another reason for
the minor performance of the 4-fold SFT-MMSE versus the decoupled
SFT-MMSE is that in the 4-fold MMSE filter unnecessary MMSE
estimation over the even- and odd dimension is performed, while in
the decoupled SFT this is eliminated by spatially decoupling the FTMMSE estimations.
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3.5

Trellis-based Detection and Channel
Shortening

As pointed out in the beginning of this chapter, trellis based detection algorithms are suitable for ISI suppression. The ISI suppression
algorithms discussed and introduced hereafter can be combined with
any type MMSE-filter of Section 3.3 or Section 3.4. To achieve maximum coded block block-error rate performance in the presence of ISI,
soft-output values have to be delivered to the decoder as shown in
Equation 3.23. A soft-value is associated with each bit of all the bits
xk of a symbol ak at bit index q.


P (xk,q = +1|y)
L(xk,q |y) = log
(3.23)
P (xk,q = −1|y)
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Figure 3.21: SFT-MMSE performance of joint ACI and CCI suppression.
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It has been shown exhaustively in [40, 48], that soft outputs lead to
performance gains of up to 3 dB over hard output trellis detectors.
Hard output trellis detectors are hence not further considered in this
work.
Besides maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE), Bahl
et. al proposed an algorithm in [39] which computes the soft-output
values efficiently, called the BCJR algorithm. The BCJR algorithm
is also known as the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) sequence estimator. For an equally distributed symbol alphabet, the MAP sequence
(or rather symbol-by-symbol) detector achieve the same performance.
The MAP algorithm exploits the properties of white Gaussian noise.
Originally, the MAP algorithm is a symbol-by-symbol detection algorithm, but we use the MAP sequence estimator. The aim of the
MAP algorithm is to compute the a-posteriori probabilities of the
transmitted symbols for a certain received symbol.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.22: Exemplary trellis diagram with four states. (a) forward
recursion, (b) backward recursion.

ISI can be seen as a linear combination of the channel impulse
response and transmitted symbols of length of the channel impulse
response. This is expressed by the signal model in Chapter 2. If
we assume, that one symbol is received after another, this linear
combination can be expressed with a finite state machine. The states
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of this finite state machine and the possible transitions between the
states can be expressed in a trellis diagram as shown in Figure 3.22.
A trellis state is a combination of two symbols of the alphabet A:
a = {a0 , a1 }. In trellis detection, transitions from a previous state
ak−1 to the current state ak are made. The number of trellis states is
given by S = |A|ν , where ν is the number of symbols in the channel
memory. The MAP algorithm as well as the MLSE algorithm operate
on the same trellis. The MAP estimator will be explained in the
following.

3.5.1

MAP Algorithm

The aim of the the MAP algorithm is the minimization of the bit error
probability for a transmitted symbol ak given a vector of received
symbols rector y. The algorithm is based on the computation on the
maximization of the MAP for each detected symbol given by
arg max = P {ak |y} .

(3.24)

âk

The basic idea of the MAP algorithm is, that probabilities P (xk,q =
±1|y) of Equation 3.23 can be expressed in form of a sum of transition
probabilities on the trellis:
X
P (xk,q = ±1|y) =
P (Ak−1 = ak−1 , Ak = ak |y),
(ak−1 ,ak )⇒xk,q =±1

(3.25)
The expression (ak−1 , ak ) ⇒ xk,q = ±1 denotes the set of transitions
from ak−1 to ak where a certain bit xk,q of a symbol is ±1. The
probabilities in form of trellis states can be split up into three terms,
as proposed by [39]. The received symbols are split up into symbols
received prior the current trellis state, the symbol at the current state
and the symbols after the current state:
P (Ak−1 = ak−1 , Ak = ak |y) = P (Ak−1 = ak−1 , y 1,k−1 )
· P (Ak = ak , yk |Ak−1 = ak−1 )
· P (y k+1,K |Ak = ak )
= αk−1 (ak−1 )γk (ak−1 , ak )βk (ak )
(3.26)
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The α and β can be computed recursively from the γ on a so called
forward recursion or backward recursion2 through the trellis respectively as shown in Equation 3.27. The variable γ is a so called branch
metric (BM). The branch metrics are computed from the received
symbols and the channel estimate as explained later in this section.
X
αk (ak ) =
αk−1 (ak−1 )γ(ak−1 , ak )
all ak−1

X

βk−1 (ak−1 ) =

βk (ak )γ(ak−1 , ak )

(3.27)

all ak

Unfortunately computing soft-values in this way is very complex because of the large number of multiplications which have to be carried
out for each timestep k. Next, we will explain a variant which has
lower complexity by using approximations int the logarithmic domain
and is therefore called the Max-log-MAP algorithm.

3.5.2

Max-log-MAP Algorithm

In logarithmic domain, the multiplications become additions. The
forward-, backward-, and branch metrics in negative logarithmic domain therefore become
ᾱk (ak ) = − log (αk (ak ))
β̄k−1 (ak−1 ) = − log (βk−1 (ak−1 ))

(3.28)

γ̄k (ak−1 , ak ) = − log (γk (ak−1 , ak )) ,
which leads to the following relationships for the recursions of Equation 3.27.
ᾱk (ak ) ≈ max ᾱk−1 (ak−1 ) + γ̄k (ak−1 , ak )
ak−1

β̄k−1 (ak−1 ) ≈ max β̄k (ak ) + γ̄k (ak−1 , ak )

(3.29)

ak

The branch metrics γ̄k (ak−1 , ak ) are added to the previous state
metrics ᾱk−1 (ak−1 ) and all new state metrics ᾱk (ak ) are determined
2 Therefore in some publications the MAP algorithm is also called forwardbackward (FB) algorithm
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by selecting the most probable branch merging into the current state
ak as shown in (3.29) by choosing the maximum.
Now, we formulate the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) computation for
Equation (3.23) again. The soft values L(xk,q |y) for a received symbol
vector y are computed from the state metrics and the branch metrics
shown in (3.30).
L(xk,q |y) = log

p(xk,q = +1|y)
p(xk,q = +1|y)
max

≈

(ak−1 ,ak )⇒xk,q =+1

−

max

(ᾱk−1 (ak−1 ) + γ̄k (ak−1 , ak ) + βk (ak ))

(ak−1 ,ak )⇒xk,q =−1

(ᾱk−1 (ak−1 ) + γ̄k (ak−1 , ak ) + βk (ak ))

(3.30)
What we have ignored so far is the computation of the branch
metrics γ̄k themselves. Their computation can be done in multiple
ways and is independent from the algorithmic simplifications we have
explained so far. Hereby two questions arise regarding computational
complexity:
• How many BMs do we need to compute?
• How complex is the computation of each BM?
In E-EDGE the specified 3GPP channel profiles foresee ISI over 7 symbols. However, the typical recommended number of symbols which is
estimated in a GSM/EDGE system is 8 [9]. For 32-QAM the memory
of the trellis is 32ν , which already for ν = 2 results in a complex
equalizer design. In other words, 322+1 branch metrics have to be
computed for 156 symbols in 577 us. Therefore, even the Max-logMAP algorithm is too complex for the higher order modulations of
E-EDGE. In the following subsection, we will see, how complexity can
be reduced by means of channel shortening.

3.5.3

Channel Shortening Detectors

The problem of the high complexity of trellis-based detectors over ISI
channels was subject to a lot of research over the last four decades
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since the work of Falconer and Magee [49]. Researchers came up with
a two-stage setup in which a channel shortening linear filter (linear
equalizer) at first stage is used in conjunction with a (MAP) sequence
detector as second stage which paved its way trough history. With
this setup the number of channel taps which are covered by the trellis
detector can be kept small as shown in Figure 3.23. This results in
a less complex design compared to the case in which all taps of the
channel impulse response would be covered by the detector. In other
words fewer branch metrics need to be computed.
The way how the channel shortening filter and the branch metric
computation in the trellis detector look like depends on the underlying
detector and the observation model which for the received symbol on
which the detector is based on.
We distinguish between two types of channel shortening detectors.
The Forney- and the Ungerboeck channel shortening detector. The
Forney channel shortening detector, (Forney-CS), is used in almost
every publication in the past decades (e.g., [12,49,50]) and is much better known than the Ungerboeck detector (Ungerboeck-CS), not least
because research on the Ungerboeck detector is rather novel3 . Herein
we will show, that both have their advantages and disadvantages, their
complexity and their suitability for Rx-diversity.
3 2005-

taps covered by
trellis detector states

channel
shortening

delay

energy of taps
concentrated
in the front

delay

Figure 3.23: Reduced-state-Max-log-MAP trellis detection requires
the energy of the CIR to be concentrated in the first two taps.
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For the explanation of the two channel shortening detectors, we
use the signal model with the convolutional matrix H̄ given in (2.4)
from Chapter 2.
The noise properties of w lead to the conditional probability density function (3.31) for the received symbols y for a given transmitted
symbol vector a.


1
ky − Hak2
pY|A (y|a) =
· exp −
(3.31)
(πN0 )M +L
N0
In the following, we explain the branch metric computation and
the channel shortening for the Forney detector and the Ungerboeck
detector. The branch metrics can then use Max-log MAP sequence
detection on exactly the same trellis diagram in case of the Forney
branch metrics or Ungerboeck branch metrics. Besides channel shortening and branch-metric computation, the Max-log-MAP algorithm
is the same for both detectors, operating on the same trellis. Branch
metric computation and channel shortening are not independent. The
only thing which is different when applying the Max-log-MAP algorithm to the Forney-CS or the Ungerboeck-CS detector besides the
channel shortening is the branch metric computation. Both will be
addressed next. So far we have made the following observations:
• Channel shortening does not reduce the number of operation
for each branch metric computation, but reduces the number of
branch metrics, which have to be computed.
• Applying decision feedback directly reduces the number of operations of a branch metric computation because information
from past decision is used, instead of computing new decision
generating terms in the branch metric.

3.5.4

Reduced Complexity Forney-CS Detector

In the Forney-CS detector, the BM computation is based on the
assumption that the received signal is impaired by additive white
Gaussian noise. The Forney detector uses the whitening matched filter
(WMF) observation model. Let’s derive the branch metrics starting
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from the LLRs in Equation (3.26) and Equation (3.31). First, we
replace the norm by a product, which leads to
pY|A (y|a) =

M +L−1
Y
k=0



|yk − (Ha)k |2
1
PAk (ak )
· exp −
. (3.32)
πN0
N0

Applying Forney factorization to (3.31) in negative logarithmic domain leads to the Forney squared distance branch metrics for equally
likely symbols [25], where yk is a received symbol at time instant k.
In the logarithmic domain, this can be expressed as
MX
+L−1

L

2

L
X

2

X
1
yk −
hl ak−l −ln(PAk (ak ))+ln(πN0 ),
−ln(pY|A (y|a)) =
N0
l=0
k=0
(3.33)
whereas the terms ln(PAn (an )) and ln(πN0 ) can be set to zero, since
they have no influence on the decision on an equally distributed symbol alphabet. This leads to the logarithmic branch metrics shown in
Equation (3.34), where previous state ak−1 in is given by the possible
transmitted symbols ak−1 , . . . , ak−L , while the current state ak is
given by the symbol ak .
γkF

(ak , ak−1 ) = yk −

hl ak−l

l=0

= yk −

L
X

2

(3.34)

hl ak−l − h0 ak

l=1

To reduce the number of operations in this BM computation, various
approaches exist.
Reduced State Forney-CS Branch Metric Computation
Simplifications in the branch metric computation can be achieved
by reducing the number of trellis states by keeping only up to ν
symbols variable. The rest of the symbols is considered in form of
fixed decisions in the branch metric computation4 . This is done in
4 This

is also called internally generated feedback
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the in the DDFSE [51]. The symbols on the feedback or history term
are fixed assumptions.
γkr,F

(ak , ak−1 ) =

ykHOM

−

L
X

hl ak−l −

l=ν+1

ν
X

2

hl ak−l − h0 ak

l=1

(3.35)
The BM computation can also be simplified by only allowing certain
subsets of constellation points for the feedback symbols as done in
the reduced state sequence estimator (RSSE) in [41]. The resulting
equalizer type is a reduced state Max-log-MAP equalizer. Further
algorithmic simplifications of the RS-Max-log-MAP algorithm have
been proposed in [40]. The backward recursion can be omitted on the
cost of a small performance loss. Omitting the backward recursion
means the values for the β in Equation (3.30) do not have to be
computed. We call this variant reduced complexity Max-log-MAP
(RC-Max-log-MAP) equalizer5 . All the algorithmic simplifications
reduce hardware complexity at the cost of an acceptable performance
loss as will be shown in the performance evaluation at the end of this
section. However, reducing trellis states can only result to acceptable
results in combination with channel shortening, which we will address
next.
Homomorphic Channel Shortening
Among the many channel shortening algorithms which exist for the
Forney detector, herein we focus on algorithms which are suitable for
hardware implementation. It has been shown in [21] that a coefficient
computation based on linear prediction (LP) is suitable for integration
in dedicated hardware for a filter order of p = 32. However, the
equalization performance for the closely spaced 32-QAM constellation
can be improved by providing even higher filter orders. Since the
complexity of the LP algorithm grows very quickly with O(p2 ) we
employ the solution which we have proposed recently [12] with a
complexity growing with only O(p · log2 p). This approach is based on
the fact that minimum-phase property in time domain corresponds
5 Since the resulting algorithm is almost identical as the RSSE algorithm and
is also called soft-output RSSE (SO-RSSE) [48]
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Figure 3.24: Signal flow graph of homomorphic channel shortening [12]
for the Forney-CS detector.

to causality in the cepstrum domain. Because this filter keeps its
structure and changes its shape it is called the homomorphic channel
shortening filter. An algorithm of such a type with a dedicated hardware implementation was presented in [12] and is explained briefly in
the following.
The filter does not modify the magnitude response, but transforms
the signal in time domain as illustrated in Fig. 3.23. The signal flow
graph of the algorithm is given in Figure 3.24. First we compute the
real cepstrum of the channel impulse response
c[k] = F −1 {log(|F {h[k]} |)} .

(3.36)

Since causality in cepstral domain corresponds to minimum phase
property in time domain [52], we need to achieve a causal cepstrum.
Therefore, we multiply the cepstrum with a sequence lmin , which is
given by

N
 1, k = 0, 2
cmin [k] = c[k] · lmin [k], lmin [k] =
2, 1 ≤ k < N2

0, N2 < k < N

(3.37)

By then transforming back the truncated cepstrum to time domain
we obtain the minimum phase channel impulse response. To obtain
the allpass filter coefficients, which we need to filter the received signal,
we need to divide the channel impulse response by the minimum phase
channel impulse response
Hap [k] =

H[k]
Hmin [k]

(3.38)
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As can be seen from Figure 3.24, the backtransformation requires computing the exponential in addition to the division. However in [12], a
low-complexity hardware implementation was proposed, which makes
use of divider- and exponential-free computations based on polar coordinate representation.

Branch Metric Computation with Rx-diversity
Forney BM computation can be easily extended to Rx-diversity. The
one-dimensional PDF of Equation 3.32 is extended to a two-variate
circularly- symmetric complex Gaussian distribution
(1)

(2)

pY(1) ,Y(2) |A (yk , yk |a) =
(3.39)
k
k
 "
#H
"
#
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
1
y − h ak
y − h ak 
· exp − k(2)
R−1 k(2)
,
π 2 det(R)
yk − h(2) ak
yk − h(2) ak
where R is the spatial covariance matrix of the noise and interference.
The resulting branch metrics are given by
γkF,2RX

=
=

y HOM
− Hak
k
(1)

H

(2)


−1
R−1 y HOM
− Hak = dH
dk
k
k R
(1)

|dk |2 q11 + |dk |2 q22 + 2 Re((dk )∗ d2,k q12 ),

(3.40)

where q11 , q12 and q22 are the elements of R−1 . At this point the same
methods for reducing the trellis states as previously explained can be
applied to the Rx-diversity branch metrics. In addition, estimation of
a spatial covariance matrix is required. The branch metrics in (3.40)
are computed from the estimated inverse spatial covariance matrix
R−1 of the received signal and the difference dk between the filtered
received signal y HOM
and the convolution of the test symbols ak with
k
the estimated CIRs of H.
Since R−1 has real-valued diagonal elements q11 and q22 as well
∗
as complex conjugated off-diagonal elements q12 = q21
, the branch
metric computation can be simplified as shown in Equation (3.40).
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3.5.5

Reduced Complexity Ungerboeck-CS Detector

The Ungerboeck detector uses a matched filter (matched to the received pulse or CIR), while the Forney detector uses a whitening
matched filter (WMF), which guarantees the reception of samples
impaired by white noise. Both receivers use the same trellis for
sequence detection, although with different branch metrics.
One peculiarity about the Ungerboeck model is, that the noise is
not white as in case of the Forney-CS detector. At the end the MaxLog-MAP algorithm on the Ungerboeck model is the same, just with
different branch metrics. To obtain the Ungerboeck branch metric,
we rewrite Equation (3.31) as


1
y H y − 2 Re{y H H̄a} + aH Ga
· exp −
,
(πN0 )M +L
N0

(3.41)

where G = H̄ H H̄. As a consequence of the colored noise, straightforward factorization as for the Forney model in Equation (3.33) is no
longer possible. Fortunately, Ungerboeck proposed a factorization [53]
based on orthonormal representations of the received symbols yk ,
which leads to the matched filter branch metrics shown in Equation (3.42), where ykMF is the received signal filtered by the matched
PL−1
filter of h0...L . The values gd = l=0 h∗d hd−l are elements of the rows
of the matrix G.
(
γkU

= Re

−2ykMF a∗k

+ g0 |ak | +
2

2a∗k

L
X

)
gl ak−l

(3.42)

l=1

Channel shortening for Ungerboeck detectors did not get as much
attention as channel shortening on the Forney model [54] in its 40
year history. Not least because the MAP algorithm was developed
just a decade ago [55]. Nevertheless, in 2012 Rusek et. al. presented
a channel shortening approach for the Ungerboeck detector, which we
will explain and apply to GSM/EDGE in the following.
From (3.42) we observe, that the branch metrics depend on assumptions about the last L transmitted symbols an−1 . . . an−L . All
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possible combinations of these symbols define the states of the trellis.
Hence, to reduce the number of trellis states, the MILB channel
shortening approach exploits the fact that the Ungerboeck branch
metrics (3.42) only depend on G and not directly on H̄. Channel
shortening on the Ungerboeck detector exploits the fact, that in the
branch metric computation only G is used.
To reduce trellis detection complexity, the original G in Equation (3.41) is replaced with an optimized version Gr , with fewer nonzero diagonals. This directly reduces the number of symbols taken
into account for the computation of the equalizer branch metrics (a
detailed analysis of the complexity of branch metric computation will
follow in the next section). Gr and has to fulfill

Gr mn = 0 , if |m − n| > ν ,

where Gr mn denotes the element of the matrix Gr at the m-th row
and the n-th column and ν is the design parameter for the equalizer
memory depth.
The reduced number of trellis states is then given as S = |A|ν ≤
L
|A| . In addition, when using Gr for equalization, we need to apply
a corresponding receive filter H r to the received symbols y. The conditional probability density function with the “shortened” variables is
shown in Equation (3.43).
pY|A (y|a) =


1
y H y − 2 Re{y H H r a} + aH Gr a
· exp −
(πN0 )M +L
Nr

(3.43)

The Ungerboeck branch metrics (3.42) applied after the MILB channel
shortener for ν = 1 are given by

γkr,U = Re −2ykMILB a∗k + g0r |ak |2 + 2a∗k ak−1 g1r ,
where ykMILB is the received signal filtered by the N -tap MILB channel
shortening filter hr at time instant k. In the following, we will explain,
how hr and g r are be computed.
Information Rate Maximizing Channel Shortening
The aim of this channel shortening method is to maximize the lower
bound of the achievable information rate given in (3.44) for a given H r
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and Gr . This rate is also known as the generalized mutual information
rate (GMI).
ILB = −EY (log2 (p(y)) + EY,A (log2 (p(y|a))

(3.44)

Following our notation of [56] we denote this channel shortening approach MILB (Maximization of Information-rate Lower Bound).
The achievable information rate IR for a certain distribution of
the input alphabet is given as the mutual information between Y and
A, i.e.
IR = I(Y; A) = h(Y ) − h(Y|A) ,
where I(Y; A) denotes the mutual information between Y and A, and
h(·) is the differential entropy operator [57]. For the derivations, zeromean, unit-variance, circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian input
symbols were assumed for the maximization of the lower bound.
In an exhaustive derivation [58] Rusek et. al. substituted p(y)
and p(y|a) of Equation (3.44) with expressions containing only H̄,
H r and Gr . The expression for ILB is then derived to hr and set to
zero, which results in an ILB is given by


−1 
ILB = log(det(I+Gr ))+Tr [Gr + I]H̄ H H̄ H̄ H + N0 I
−Tr(Gr )
(3.45)

for an optimum receive filter:
H r = H̄ H H̄ H̄ H + N0 I

−1

(Gr + I) ,

(3.46)

which maximizes ILB . The filter (3.46) however still contains an
arbitrary Gr . In a second optimization step, the optimal Gr has to be
found, under the constraint, that it only has ν off diagonal elements, to
keep branch metric computation simple. The specified 3GPP channel
profiles foresee ISI over 7 symbols. But the typical recommended
number of symbols which is estimated in a GSM/EDGE system is
8 [9]. For 32-QAM modulation the memory of the trellis is 32ν , which
already for ν = 2 results in an a complex equalizer design. In other
words, 322+1 branch metrics have to be computed for 156 symbols in
577 us. To make MILB channel shortening suitable for low-complexity
cellular IoT hardware implementations, compute H r and Gr with a
memory of the reduced trellis ν = 1 for the following derivations.
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ILB , two substitutions are
To compute a Gr which achieves max
r
r
G ,H

made in (3.45). First I + Gr is replaced by U U H . Second, a mean
squared error (MSE) matrix B is defined, which can be computed
from H̄ and N0 as shown in Equation (3.47).
B , I − H̄ H [H̄ H̄ H + N0 I]−1 H̄.

(3.47)

The resulting expression for ILB is derived with respect to the off
diagonal elements of U and set to zero, which leads to
"
#
√1
− √1c bb10
c
U=
.
√1
0
c
The elements b0 and b1 are the first two elements of the row which
defines B. The computation of c for ν = 1 results in the simple
expression shown in Equation (3.48) as we have shown in [56]:
c = b0 −


1
Re{b1 }2 + Im{b1 }2
b0

(3.48)

Once U is found, the optimum Gr can be obtained by back substitution,
Gr = U U H − I.
(3.49)
Since we are only interested in g0r and g1r , we can compute the values
directly via Equation (3.50) and (3.51).
 2
 2 !!
b1
b1
1
r
1 + Re
+ Im
−1
(3.50)
g0 =
c
b0
b0
g1r

= −

1 b1
c b0

(3.51)

At this point it is important to observe, that the square-root operation is not required, which is an important fact regarding the VLSI
implementations because an expensive square-root computation unit
can be avoided. following computations are taken from [58]
Although we made several simplifications by choosing ν = 1, the
computation of the filter coefficients is still too complex: computation
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Figure 3.25: Signal flow graph of MILB channel shortening in
frequency domain for ν = 1.

of H r (Equation (3.46)) and B (Equation (3.47)) involve the inversion of matrices with the dimensions of a GSM/EDGE burst length
(156). This make it unusable for cellular IoT receivers due to the high
computational demands.
Luckily in [58] a frequency domain method for the computation of
H r and B was proposed. The computation of the channel shortener
in frequency domain is an approximation of the computation in time
domain of Equation (3.46). The computation in frequency domain has
the advantage that the convolutions and inversions in time domain
become multiplications and divisions, respectively, which are computationally much less intensive. The signal flow graph for the frequency
domain computation of the filter coefficients is shown in Figure 3.25.
It has hk and N0 as inputs and delivers hrk , g0r and g1r as outputs. First
the channel impulse response hk is transformed to frequency domain
resulting in H[k], which is the N -point discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). The optimum receive filter in frequency domain H r [k] of the
time domain counterpart 3.46 is given by (3.52).
H r [k] =

H[k]
(Gr [k] + 1)
|H[k]|2 + N0

(3.52)

Gr [k] is obtained via the DFT of gnr . For our case with ν = 1, we
compute Gr [k] from the time domain coefficients as shown in (3.53).
Gr [k] = g0r + g1r e

−j2πk
N

r
+ g−1
e

−j2πk(N −1)
N

(3.53)
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∗

r
= (g1r ) , such that (3.53) can be
Due to the symmetry of Gr , g−1
simplified to (3.54).
n
o
−j2πk
Gr [k] = g0r + 2 Re g1r e N
(3.54)

The time-domain coefficients g0r and g1r are computed via the elements
b0 , b1 and c, which are computed from H[k] and N0 as explained in the
following. To get b0 , b1 and c we first need to compute the frequency
domain counterpart of B, B[k] as shown in (3.55).
B[k] =

N0
|H[k]|2 + N0

(3.55)

The values b0 , b1 are obtained by computing the first and the last
element of the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of B[k] as
shown in (3.56) and (3.57).
N −1
1 X
B[k]
N

(3.56)

N −1
j2πk
1 X
B[k]e N
N

(3.57)

b0 =

k=0

b1 =

k=0

The values for g0r and g1r are computed from the time domain values
b0 and b1 as shown in Equation (3.50) and (3.51) Finally, we take
the inverse Fourier transform to get the time domain coefficients hr
from H r [k], which can be seen as coefficients of a channel shortening
matched filter.
Branch Metric Computation with Rx-diversity
For the Ungerboeck channel shortening detector, BM computation for
two receive antennas is not as straight forward as in Forney detector
if computational complexity plays a role. The time domain method
for filter coefficient computation (Equation (3.46)) works straight forward. The only thing which has to be changed is the matrix H̄, whose
rows have to be interleaved with the estimated channel taps of both
Rx steams. Joint time- domain solution works straight- forward, but
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is unacceptably complex because it involved the inversion of matrices
of twice the burst size (2 × 156).
No frequency domain method with acceptable computational complexity has yet been derived for Rx-diversity. One solution to tackle
this problem is applying the frequency domain method to both Rx
streams separately and compute the BMs analog to Equation (3.40)
as shown in Equation (3.58).
γ r,U,2RX =
(

r
−2 Re xr1,n a∗n + N1r |an |2 g1,0
+ N1r 2 Re a∗n

r
q11

L
X

(3.58)
)!
an−l g1,l

l=1

+ 2 Re





− (xr3,n )∗ an − (xr4,n )∗ an

+

a∗n

r
q12

r
+ |an |2 g3,0

L
X
l=1

r
an−l g3,l

+ an

L
X

∗

a∗n−l g3,−l



l=1

(
r
+ q22

−2 Re xr2,n a∗n + N2r |an |2 g2,0 + N2r 2 Re a∗n


L
X

)!
r
an−l g2,l

l=1

However this method only works for spatially uncorrelated streams,
when the cross-term at q12 is set to zero. A reason for this is that
g3r has memory larger than the trellis detector memory ν which deteriorates performance because the extended memory is not covered
by the equalizer6 . Therefore this method can not fully exploit the
Rx-diversity feature of E-EDGE in case of correlation between the
two Rx-streams.

3.5.6

Complexity Comparison

The most obvious difference of the BM computation between the
Forney and the Ungerboeck channel shortening detector is that the
computation of the Ungerboeck BMs does not include a squaring
operation. In [56] we have shown a detailed analysis of the complexity
in terms of operations and circuit area.
6 The MILB Max-Log-MAP equalizer does not employ decision feedback.
Decision feedback would probably help here.
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Both channel shortening algorithms make use of Fourier transforms and inverse Fourier transforms of size of the filter order. The
homomorphic property (HOM) channel shortening algorithm has to
carry out two FTs and two inverse FTs while the MILB channel
shortening algorithm has to carry out one FT and an inverse FT.
Therefore MILB channel shortening is less complex than HOM channel shortening as we have shown in [56].

3.5.7

Performance Comparison

Performance in terms of coded block-error-rate was assessed for the
reduced complexity Ungerboeck and the Forney channel shortening
detectors by means of simulations. In case of the Ungerboeck detector,
if not explicitly written, the frequency domain MILB detector is used,
because it is the only of the evaluated Ungerboeck detectors which
is suitable for low-complexity HW implementations. Hereby, all the
high-level modulation schemes specified for Evolved GSM/EDGE (8PSK, 16-QAM, 32-QAM) were evaluated on the hilly-terrain HT or
the typical urban TU channel profile. The HT channel profile is the
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Figure 3.26: Performance for different channel shortening detectors.
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toughest to shorten among all the specified 3GPP channel profiles due
to its late arriving multipath components.
The performance for different complexity reduction methods of the
channel shortening detectors is shown in Figure 3.26 for an 8-PSK
modulation scenario. For the Forney detector, the RS-Max-log-MAP
and the RC-Max-log-MAP show similar performance, while the MILB
detector shows a performance gain of around 1 dB above the Forney
detector.
Unfortunately, the performance of the MILB detector shows strong
dependency from the noise level, as can be seen in Figure 3.27 where
the coded block-error-rate is plotted for various modulation and coding schemes which require different SNR levels.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.27, the 1 dB performance gain of the MILB
channel shortener over the HOM channel shortener applies to all cases,
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Figure 3.27: Coded block-error-rate for 8-PSK, 16-QAM and 32QAM. The code-rate CR is written in the legend.
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except for the two 32-QAM schemes operating in high SNR level and
having a high code rate. For high SNR levels, e.g. above 25 dB for
the HT radio channel, the performance of the MILB receiver and the
HOM receiver diverge as shown in Fig. 3.27.
Next we Rx-diversity performance is considered. For the noise
only scenario, both approaches achieve a diversity gain of up to 8 dB
as shown in Figure 3.28. The steeper slope for the 32-QAM case with
high code rate (DAS) indicates a high diversity gain.
Things get interesting with Rx-diversity and spatially correlated
interference, where interference and noise covariance estimation plays
an important role. For noise only scenarios the covariance estimation
brings a small gain but too much, since the noise on both streams is
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Figure 3.28: Rx-diversity performance of detectors for a 8-PSK
case and two 32-QAM cases with different code-rates. Dashed lines
represent Rx-diversity reception, solid lines single antenna reception.
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spatially uncorrelated. CCI instead is spatially correlated (see Section 2.2). Therefore the off diagonal elements of the noise covariance
matrix are important to be considered.
Both channel shortening detectors perform well with the ST-MMSE
of Section 3.4. The CCI performance of the MILB and the HOM
channel shortening detector is shown in Figure 3.29. In this figure,
performance of the time domain and the frequency domain MILB
detector is shown. The solid lines indicate Rx-diversity performance
while the dashed lines indicate single antenna performance. For both
detectors Rx-diversity brings a gain of at least 12 dB gain compared
to single antenna operation. However, in this plot also the major
drawback of the frequency domain MILB detector becomes visible.
In presence of spatially correlated interference, the frequency domain
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Figure 3.29: Single antenna and Rx-diversity CCI performance of
detectors for a 8-PSK case with ST-MMSE. The dashed line indicates
performance of the domain MILB detector.
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MILB detector suffers from a large performance loss compared to
the joint time domain MILB detector. The joint time domain MILB
detector is however impracticable to implement as explained earlier
in this section. The time domain MILB detector is superior in terms
of performance because the filter coefficients for both streams are
optimized jointly.

3.6

Summary

In this chapter we have analyzed algorithms for the suppression of
the three interference types with implementation complexity in mind.
Complexity reductions on algorithmic level were carried out, which
are substantial to create an energy efficient hardware architecture.
The linear ST-MMSE interference suppression was extended to exploit
oversampling and the theoretic channel shortening approach based on
the maximization lower bound of the achievable information rate was
simplified and applied to GSM and Evolved EDGE.
We can conclude that for BAF reliable detection of the presence of
an AC is sufficient to set the filter bandwidth. We can also conclude,
that MMSE algorithms are suitable for CCI suppression, even without
the presence of Rx-diversity by oversampling exploitation. In addition
we have shown, that the MILB channel shortener with ν = 1 shows
superior performance than the HOM channel shortener at low SNR
and minor performance at high SNR. This behavior is the case for
single-antenna and Rx-diversity operation.
Further more, we have shown that the setup of MMSE interference
suppression followed by MILB channel shortening and Max-log-MAP
equalization is a very promising setup regarding CCI performance,
however the high computational complexity prohibits it for the cellular
IoT use case.
These conclusions we have drawn from the algorithmic investigations in this chapter are the foundation for the Rx-diversity baseband
implementation in the next chapter.

Chapter 4

Baseband Transceiver
ASIC with Rx-diversity
In this chapter, we present a baseband ASIC (called RazorEDGE), in
which we apply the lessons learned from the algorithmic evaluations
of the previous chapter. The ASIC performs the entire baseband
processing, including fully autonomous incremental redundancy (IR)
management [47]. Dedicated VLSI implementations of the three main
interference suppressions algorithms (BAF, ST-MMSE filter and RCMax-log-MAP trellis detector) form the main part of the RazorEDGE.
We propose a dedicated processing architecture for the ST-MMSE
filter and a highly parallelized architecture of the RC-Max-Log-MAP
equalizer explained in the previous section which allows a performance improvement of up to 4 dB compared to hard-output equalizers.
The ASIC supports dual transfer mode, circuit- and packet-switched
control- and traffic-channels up to multi-slot class 45 and 32 temporary block flows (TBFs), both the highest specified by 3GPP [9]. In
addition to the measured sensitivity, we show the measured interference performance for a DARP2 testcase.
In [21] we presented the first (and besides [20] the only reported)
single-antenna E-EDGE receiver ASIC based on a hard-output trellis
detector. Unfortunately, the ASIC does not allow the channel decoder
to achieve maximum performance, which can only be achieved by
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providing soft-information values. Hence, the RC-Max-log-MAP softoutput trellis detector will be used for the implementation described
in the following, since it provides the best performance-complexity
trade-off as discussed in the previous chapter. Compared to the
implementation of [21] based on hard-decisions, a significant performance improvement of 3-4 dB is achievable by providing reliability
information to the channel decoder.
Moreover, the implementation of [21] does not have any interference suppression capability for ACI and CCI and is not able to take
advantage of Rx-diversity, which allows to provide an array-gain of
up to 3 dB and further a diversity gain in case of two independent
fading channels For mobile stations supporting Rx-diversity, 3GPP
introduced a new set of stringent performance requirements labeled
Downlink Advanced Receiver Performance Phase 2 (DARP2). In addition, Rx-diversity also improves the robustness to interference, and
hence increases the throughput in strongly congested areas. Besides
the lack of Rx-diversity and soft-output equalization, our work of [21]
was a standalone digital baseband receiver ASIC without transmitter
and without any controlling capability of an attached RF transceiver.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The next section provides an overview over the building blocks of the RazorEDGE
and the surrounding E-EDGE system. In Section 4.3, the subsequent
digital building blocks responsible for symbol detection are presented.
Then, in Section 4.4 the channel decoder and the IR unit is explained.

4.1

ASIC Architecture Overview

Figure 4.1 shows the top-level block diagram of the RazorEDGE
and the E-EDGE system, into which the ASIC is embedded. The
RazorEDGE includes a BB-transmitter and a BB-receiver with a toplevel controller in between, labeled as transceiver (TRX) controller.
The dedicated TRX controller is responsible for sending commands
and evaluating reports from and to the BB-receiver, BB-transmitter,
RF-subsystem, and application processor. A key problem in E-EDGE
is the tight schedule and real-time constraints which impose stringent
throughput and delay requirements on the signal processing algorithms, especially on the symbol detection and decoding blocks. To
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the E-EDGE baseband transceiver
ASIC with Receiver, Transmitter, TRX controller and configuration
registers as well as attached system components. The boxes with bold
border indicate interference suppression methods on which this thesis
is focused on.

solve this issue, we implemented a time processing unit (TPU), which
hosts the GSM time-base as the main time reference for the baseband.
Hence, no real-time awareness is required for the external application
processor when interacting with the baseband, which greatly facilitates system integration. The core logic is also clocked independently
from the interfaces to the application processor and RF-IC. Further
more, the TRX controller contains a register bank, whose registers
are used to control the RazorEDGE and to read and write payload
data. They are interfaced from the host processor through an Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI).
The interface to the processor only requires a minimum of basic
PHY commands which can be sent and received at relaxed real-time
constraints, since the GSM timing is implemented in the RazorEDGE.
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Those commands, which are a fundamental part of the system partitioning have been evaluated with the MatPHY framework [59].
The BB-transmitter contains all the necessary uplink functions
of encoding, puncturing, interleaving and mapping in order to pass
the correct symbols to the RF transmitter. The baseband processing
of the transmitter includes convolutional encoding, parity bit computation, puncturing and interleaving to support all modulation and
coding schemes defined for GSM/EDGE/E-EDGE.
The receiver part of the RazorEDGE contains three main blocks,
the digital front end (DFE), the detector (DET) and the decoder
(DEC). The DFE’s responsibility is to provide samples whose impairments have been compensated to the DET, which performs the symbol
detection and interference cancellation.
The DET feeds reliability information about the detected bits to
the decoder, which performs channel decoding on the received data.
The receiver is designed to have the DFE operate sample-wise, the
DET burst-wise, and the DEC code-block-wise. This partitioning
allows local data buffers to be deployed with minimum size along the
Rx chain instead of a global shared memory bank with complex access
schedules which often forms the power and area bottleneck.

4.2

Digital Front End

The DFE is the first signal processing unit on the RazorEDGE. The
task of the DFE is to decimate the 4-fold oversampled data from
the RF-IC, to compensate the direct current (DC) offset, and to
estimate the carrier frequency offset and the power of the received
signal. As shown in Figure 4.2, the architecture of this block is
arranged in a way that the samples flow in a continuous stream
through the processing stages allowing for highly parallel processing
and minimizing the storage requirements. After processing in the
DFE, the samples are stored at symbol rate in a so called burstmemory, where they are accessed by the detector.
Besides sampling rate conversion, the DFE is responsible for the
compensation of the residual DC-offset from the RF-IC. The DC-offset
is estimated blindly on the oversampled signal by taking the mean of
successive input samples, or by the method of [60], where a first order
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Figure 4.2: Digital Front End block diagram with the components
for BAF, frequency synchronization, DC offset compensation and Rxpower estimation.

IIR filter is used. The estimated DC-offset is then subtracted from
the signal.
In addition, the DFE is the first stage along the Rx-chain, which
contains an interference suppression algorithm explained in the previous chapter.

4.2.1

Bandwidth Adaptive Filtering

Sampling rate conversion requires a decimation filter, which has been
implemented in an iteratively decomposed architecture as shown in
Figure 4.2. Its main task is to convert the oversampled data from the
sigma delta ADC from the 4 times higher sampling rate to symbol rate
(270.8 kHz) for the subsequent symbol detection algorithms. The purpose of the decimation filter besides avoiding aliasing, is to suppress
the adjacent channels, which have not been completely suppressed
by the analog filters in the RF-IC as we have explained in detail in
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Section 3.2. Therefore, the cut-off frequency of the decimation filter is
adjusted from the TRX controller according to the presence of a GSM
channel in the adjacent band. For this a look-up table (LUT) with
the FIR coefficient sets for different filter bandwidths is implemented.
A coefficient set can be set according to the presence of the adjacent
channel, which is estimated in the AC detection block in Figure 4.2,
or manually. The phase-based AC detection of Section 3.2.1 was
also implemented to form the BAF solution of 3.2 together with the
decimation filter.1 As can be seen from the signal flow graph of the AC
detection in Figure 3.9, a high pass filter, a phase angle computation
phase unwrapping and the computation of the phase difference needs
to be done. The HP filter was implemented in a sequential architecture
with a single multiply accumulate (MAC) unit. The phase angle is
computed with the coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC)
algorithm [61].

4.2.2

Frequency Burst Detection

The carrier frequency offset caused by the inaccuracy of the crystal
oscillator is estimated with our proposed low-complexity method in
[62] in two stages on the down-sampled signal.
We perform FB detection with the phase variance detection (PVD)
algorithm which combined with the subsequent frequency offset estimation (FOE), in order to realize a low-complexity solution. The
PVD algorithm exploits the characteristic of the phase course of the
complex sinusoid transmitted on FBs. The unwrapped phase follows
a linear ramp whose inclination is proportional to the frequency of
the signal. The difference of the phases of two consecutive symbols
in a FB is assumed to be constant in a noise-less case. Therefore,
the variance of the phase differences can be used as a reliable metric
for FBD. To this end, the proposed algorithm first collects a vector
∆φ = [∆φi , . . . , ∆φi−NDET ] containing NDET phase differences of
subsequent symbols ∆φi = ∠yk − ∠yk−1 . Subsequently we compute
the variance


2
σ̂ 2 = Ê ∆φ2 − Ê [∆φ] ,

(4.1)

1 The dashed box in Figure 4.2 indicates, that the AC detection is not included
in the fabricated ASIC.
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where Ê[·] denotes the empirically estimated expectation value and
∠(·) the phase of a complex symbol. If the estimated variance σ̂ 2
in (4.1) is below a threshold value, the start of a FB is detected at
sample index i − NDET .
The FB detection algorithm is similar to the AC detection algorithm, therefore the CORDIC implementation could be shared. The
phase and the squared phase of (4.1) are summed up with two MAC
units.

4.2.3

Frequency Offset Estimation

Estimating the frequency of a single sinusoid under the influence
of noise is a classical parameter estimation problem. Besides the
optimal maximum likelihood approach [63], famous estimators which
achieve performances up to the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB)
have been proposed. Periodogram estimators (e.g., [63]) can achieve
close-to-optimum accuracy at the cost of high computational complexity. Instead, algorithms based on phases or phases of autocorrelations
are well suited for low-complexity hardware implementations.
Many frequency estimators use a correlation lag of LFOE = 1
which limits the estimation performance. Choosing a correlation lag
LFOE > 1 improves the estimation performance significantly. The
optimal relation of L to the amount of input samples NEST is given
by LFOE = 2NEST /3 in order to achieve best FOE accuracy for high
SNR [64]. The drawback of using an LFOE > 1 is the introduced
frequency ambiguity since the phase course may experience more than
one wrap. In this case, the estimated frequency offset ω̂ in (4.2), with
TS denoting the sampling period, has multiple solutions, since the
number of phase wraps l ∈ {0, . . . , LFOE } is unknown.
ω̂ =

∠rLFOE + 2πl
LFOE TS

(4.2)

The estimator from Tufts and Fiore (T&F) [65] resolves this ambiguity
without being computationally intensive by computing two correlations rLFOE 1 and rLFOE 2 with different correlation lags LFOE1 and
LFOE2 . If LFOE1 and LFOE2 are relatively prime, unambiguous FOE
up to fomax = 67.7 kHz. is possible.
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The choice of LFOE1 and LFOE2 and N affects the performance of
the T&F algorithm. Choosing LFOE2 = LFOE1 + 1 has been proposed
in [65] as a common setting. Our analyses have shown that ambiguity resolution benefits from a small correlation lag, whereas high
frequency accuracy can only be achieved with a larger lag. Therefore,
we use the computation of the correlation sequences rLFOE 1 and rLFOE 2
with LFOE1 << LFOE2 , which allows good ambiguity resolution due
to small L1 and high frequency accuracy due to large LFOE2 .
The correlations computed in the T&F estimator can also be used
to increase FB detection reliability. The absolute value of a correlation
result of the FO estimation can be computed and compared to a
threshold value. This can be achieved by using different numbers
of samples N1 and N2 for the computation of rLFOE 1 and rLFOE 2 .
Regarding complexity, the T&F algorithm requires Q = 2N −
LFOE1 − LFOE2 complex- valued multiplications and additions, and
2 phase calculations per frequency estimate. For comparison, the
periodogram estimator which takes the peak of the spectra requires
as many as 6N log2 N real-valued multiplications for the radix-2 fast
Fourier transform (FFT) [63]. In our setting this means the T&F
requires Q = 106, and the radix-2 FFT Q = 3697 complex-valued
multiplications.
For phase angle computation, the same CORDIC block as for
the phase-based AC detection and the FB detection is used. Both
correlation values are computed sequentially and share the same delay
line.

4.3

Symbol Detection and Interference Suppression

The task of the detector (DET) is to deliver estimates of the transmitted bits in form of reliability information (soft-values) based on the
received samples obtained from the DFE to the decoder. Even if many
impairments have been mitigated in the DFE, the samples are still
distorted by inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by the multipath
channel and the pulse-shaping filter in the transmitter, by co-channel
interference (CCI) coming from users in neighboring cells and by ACI
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Figure 4.3: Hardware architecture of DET including ST-MMSE filter,
HOM channel shortener and RC-Max-log-MAP trellis detector.

which was not completely suppressed by BAF in the DFE. Due to
the different energy levels of CCI and ISI, a joint elimination would
suppress ISI more and leave the CCI at a high level. Hence, CCI and
ISI are most effectively combated separately in an architecture with
multiple stages as shown in Figure 3.3. The latter three of the four
stages of of Figure 3.3 are implemented in the detector. The detector
block is implemented by a hardwired arrangement of interferencecanceler (ST-MMSE), HOM channel shortener and RC-Max-log-MAP
as shown in Figure 4.3. First, CCI is suppressed using a ST-MMSE
filter as introduced in Section 4.3.2. Second, the channel impulse
response is shortened via the HOM filter. As a third step, soft-output
signal detection under ISI is performed with the RC-Max-log-MAP
algorithms.
In contrast to the stream-based processing in the DFE, the architecture of the DET has a central memory which holds a complete
burst and which is accessed by most of the processing blocks in a
mutually exclusive way.
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Channel Estimation and Residual DC Offset
Compensation

Each burst contains a known midamble which is used to derive a
least-squares estimate of the two CIRs in H. To this end, the MoorePenrose pseudo-inverse of a matrix consisting of shifted versions of
the midamble must be computed. By extending this matrix with an
additional column of ones, the residual DC-offset is also estimated [66]
and subtracted from the data in the burst memory as shown in Figure 4.3. In our RazorEDGE, the inverted matrix of the least squares
estimator equation is precomputed and stored in a LUT such that
computation of the estimation H takes only few cycles. The channel
matrix is estimated two times and stored in a dedicated memory as
shown in Figure 4.3.
A first version of H is used in the Space-Time Filter to derive the
filter coefficients. Subsequently, the estimation is refined based on the
filtered data with an increased signal-to-interference ratio.

4.3.2

ST-MMSE Implementation

Space Time interference cancellation is an effective way to combat
co-channel interference in presence of Rx-diversity. The CCI is suppressed by the ST-MMSE filter of Section 3.4.3 with coefficients derived in the MMSE-sense. As explained in Section 3.4.3, the computation of W contains a mixture of multiply-accumulate operations,
a matrix inversion and the computation of the modulated training
symbols in the matrix A. Therefore the coefficient matrix W is
calculated with a dedicated processor architecture with a very reduced
instruction set which covers all the operations necessary as shown in
Figure 4.4.
The matrix inversion is performed by first computing the lower
triangular matrix of Y Y H by using the Cholesky triangularization.
The resulting lower triangular matrix is then inverted with the GaussJordan Algorithm. The Cholesky decomposition includes taking the
square root of the diagonal elements. The subsequent Gauss-Jordan
algorithm requires the inversion of the diagonal elements. Hence, from
an architectural point of view it is favorable to compute the inverse
square root directly instead of computing the square root and the
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Figure 4.4: ST-MMSE filter and coefficient computation architecture
with dedicated datapaths for symbol modulation and inverse squareroot computation.

division separately. In addition, the need for an expensive fixed-point
divider circuit is avoided. The computation of √1 is done with an
(·)

initial guess according to two factors [67] in a custom instruction,
as as shown in the datapath in Figure 4.4. One factor is obtained
from a 30 bit wide LUT with 128 entries, and the second factor is
obtained from bitwise inversions of part of the shifted input signal.
The value is refined by 3 Newton-Raphson iterations which are carried
by the multiply-accumulate datapath of the processor. Evaluations
have shown that 3 iterations are sufficient to obtain an implementation
loss below 0.05 dB.
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The matrix S contains the modulated training symbols which are
obtained by mapping the bits of the training-sequence onto constellation points. With a custom instruction the symbols are mapped
according to the modulation scheme and the phase rotation. A LUT
is used to store the constellation points for every modulation type and
training sequence number.
The actual filtering is done with four 5-tap FIR filters, in Figure 4.4 labeled as ω1 to ω4 , each consisting of one complex-valued
multiply-accumulate unit. In case of only one receive stream, spacetime filtering is skipped and channel estimation is directly followed by
channel shortening.

4.3.3

Homomorphic Channel Shortening

Reduced-complexity Max-log-MAP equalization shows the best performance if the energy of the CIR is concentrated in the the first
taps. At the same time, noise enhancement due to the frequency
response of filters in the processing chain must be avoided. A filter
which transforms the CIR into its minimum phase equivalent provides
exactly the desired behavior as it does not modify the magnitude
response, but transforms the signal in time domain as illustrated in
Figure 4.5.
The computation of the filter coefficients requires a total of four
(inverse) Fourier transforms along with logarithm computations and
cartesian-to-polar conversions. In our implementation, a single timeshared FFT/IFFT and one CORDIC unit is used to carry out all the
operations as shown in Figure 4.5. A low silicon area is achieved by
a highly sequential hardware architecture consisting of only a single
butterfly unit for the Fourier transform and one sequential CORDIC
for the angle computation and vector rotation. Even with the highly
sequential architecture, computing 32 coefficients requires only 7%
of the duration of one GSM burst at the aimed clock frequency of
104 MHz, which is a small amount compared to the time which the
equalizer requires.
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4.3.4

RC-Max-Log-MAP Algorithm and Architecture

The Max-log-MAP algorithm takes the estimated channel H, and the
received symbols y as input and delivers reliability information L(unk )
as output.
The well-known soft-output algorithms for trellis-based equalization, such as BCJR [39] suffer from large memory requirements because the results of the forward recursion must be kept until the
backward recursion is done. This drawback can be mitigated by
using a sliding-window trellis processing approach as we do in our
turbo decoder solution (Section 4.4), but for equalization, numerical
simulations confirmed the result of [40] that the backward recursion can be omitted with only a small performance loss. Thanks to
the minimum-phase property of the overall channel achieved by the
channel shortening filter, only 32 trellis states are sufficient for the
equalization of 32-QAM symbols.
A block diagram of our RC-Max-log-MAP architecture is shown
in Figure 4.6. In order to achieve the required throughput at our
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Figure 4.6: Block diagram of RC-Max-log-MAP with four parallel
branch metric units.

baseband circuit clock frequency of 104 MHz, four parallel branch
metric units, each containing 14 real-valued multipliers are deployed.
In this setup, the processing of all branches for one trellis state takes
only 8 clock cycles. While the branch metric unit computes the state
metric of one trellis state, convolution of H with the test symbols ak
of another state is performed, to ensure efficient hardware utilization.
The test symbols ak are obtained with a LUT from the binary
vector sk , which is composed of the two symbols corresponding to the
current trellis state and branch and the history of 6 decision feedback
symbols. The state history is stored in a 32×30 b random access
memory (RAM).
The dynamic range of the state metrics is kept small by subtracting
the minimum state metric at every trellis stage. Furthermore, all
winning state metrics are forwarded to the soft-output unit, where
metrics corresponding to different hypotheses for all modulated bits
are compared to obtain their respective log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
values as shown in (3.30).
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of decoder with channel decoder and
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The DEC block of the RazorEDGE is depicted in Figure 4.7. It
consists of a controller and the signal processing units for channel decoding and autonomous IR processing. Radio blocks consist of various
code blocks spread over 4 bursts. The Stealing Flag (SF) as well as
the header code block hold relevant information which is required to
uniquely identify the code block types of the remainder of the radio
block. To ease memory access and control, fragmented memories were
employed. We use a demultiplexing memory, a deinterleaver memory
and an IR memory to store the blocks of previous transmissions. As
multiple timeslots within the same frame carry bursts pertaining to
different radio blocks, timeslot-to-radio-block demultiplexing is necessary. The soft values L(xnk ) from the DET block output are stored
burst-wise to a space allocated to the corresponding radio block in the
demultiplexing memory. As soon as a complete radio block (4 bursts)
is present, the DEC block specific code block processing starts. A
LUT based deswapping (bit scrambling) operation together with a
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demapping (code block extraction) operation is performed by reading
the corresponding bit positions from the demultiplexing memory and
writing them in ascending order into the deinterleaver memory. Subsequently, a counter and modulo operations based deinterleaver engine,
which requires arbitrary access to the deswapped code block provides
the deinterleaved LLRs to the IR unit. The IR unit is responsible
for depuncturing code blocks. Depuncturing describes an inverse rate
adaption mechanism where not transmitted bit positions are padded
with a neutral LLR value of zero. In addition, and more importantly,
the IR unit combines the code block LLRs with stored versions of
previously received versions of the same code block. Depending on
the current code block either a Viterbi or a turbo decoder is used.
Legacy GSM/GPRS/EDGE modes use the Viterbi decoder, whereas
E-EDGE uses the turbo decoder. The uplink stealing flag (USF) is a
higher layer parameter giving uplink transmission grants applicable
to packet data connections. Depending on the modulation order
and mode (GPRS, EDGE, E-EDGE) the USF code block can be
extracted at different stages within the DEC block. Figure 4.7 shows
the high-level block diagram of the channel decoder architecture. It
comprises an input buffer, dedicated turbo and Viterbi decoder cores,
and an output buffer. Since only one of the two decoder cores is
active at a time, we can reduce the overall memory overhead by
a single intermediate memory instance. The turbo decoder core is
based on our efficient turbo decoder implementation described in [68],
which has been optimized for the binary parallel-concatenated 8-state
convolutional turbo codes specified by the standard [69]. When decoding of a code block fails, the mobile station stores the corresponding
LLRs and requests a retransmission from the base station. In the
retransmission, the base station applies a different puncturing pattern.
Thus, additional (redundant) information is available at the channel
decoder input. This mechanism is called IR and aims to achieve a
higher throughput. Our autonomous IR implementation relieves the
software running the RLC/MAC layer from IR controlling. The IR
controller extracts relevant IR parameters from the header code block
of a radio block. The controller is capable of uniquely identifying the
remaining code blocks of the radio block. In addition, the controller
holds information of each code block stored within the IR memory.
In case of a match (new code block already exists in IR memory), the
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controller informs the IR processing unit accordingly. Otherwise, the
IR processing unit is informed to only depuncture the block. The
combination of LLRs is done by addition (chase combining). By
the same token, depuncturing reduces to inserting a zero LLR at the
correct bit positions.

4.5

Implementation Results and Summary

The key characteristics of the RazorEDGE are summarized in Table 4.1. The ASIC can be connected to one or two of the RF transTable 4.1: Physical Characteristics of the RazorEDGE
parameter

value

Technology
SMIC 130
Package
QFN56
Core size
6 mm2
Gate count
800 kGE
RAM size
400 kbit
Supply voltage VDD
1.2 V
Core operating frequency fC 104 MHz

ceivers [22] to support single-antenna only or Rx-diversity.The performance measurement setup and the power and performance measurement results is described in the next chapter.
In this chapter we have shown, that with a dedicated hardware
architecture, the baseband processing of E-EDGE using complex highperformance DSP algorithms can be optimized to reduce power consumption to vanish in comparison to that of a low-power RF-IC solution. The reported ASIC is the first 32-QAM capable E-EDGE
baseband with downlink diversity. Thanks to sophisticated signal
processing in all modes, it meets the standard requirements with
significant margin in all modes. It achieves the stringent DARP2
requirements for Rx-diversity and achieves GSM voice sensitivity close
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to -112 dBm in standard single antenna mode, when combined with
an RF subsystem complete with antenna switches, receive SAW filters
and the RF-IC. At the same time, the dedicated hardware implementation maintains extremely low power consumption, fitting into a die
area of 6 mm2 in 130 nm SMIC.
The ASIC is used to build the first complete E-EDGE system by
connecting it to an existing RF transceiver chip (RF-IC) as we will
explain in the next chapter.

Chapter 5

Testbed and
Performance
Measurements
Verifying boolean logic of an ASIC on a tester is sufficient for functional verification of a baseband transceiver ASIC such as the one
presented in the previous chapter, as long as all operation modes
are coverered with testvectors. However an ASIC, whose goal is
it to show outstanding performance under real- word circumstances
requires in addition a vast amount of performance measurements for
ASIC characterization. Therefore a testbed was developed to put the
RazorEDGE of the previous section into a real-world ecosystem, to
demonstrate functionality. During testbed design, focus was on versatility, such that cellular IoT system-on-chips with different demands
can be easily developed. The testbed shall be able to
• perform real-time measurements to verify if the interference and
sensitivity requirements are met,
• allow interface exploration towards application processor and
MAC layer, and
99
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• advance the integration of RazorEDGE and RF-IC into a single
chip solution (Chapter 6).
While the RazorEDGE covers only a small part of the entire GSM/EDGE
protocol stack as shown in Figure 5.1, a testbed needs to cover as much
as possible of the protocol stack, to advance integration of more parts
of the protocol stack into silicon. For the RazorEDGE presented in the
previous chapter, an auxiliary field-programmable gate array (FPGA)

protocol
stack

hardware
entity

processor

RazorEDGE
RF-IC and
PHY controller
on FPGA

Figure 5.1: The various hardware parts of the testbed mapped to the
GSM/EDGE protocol stack.
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Figure 5.2: Single antenna testbed with die of the RazorEDGE
baseband ASIC.

is necessary for the time processing unit, which is responsible for e.g.
turning on and off the RF transceiver.
The testbed of the first generation comprises a PowerPC processor
on a Virtex4 FPGA which is acting as application processor connected
via Ethernet/SSH to a host PC. Unfortunately the testbed of Figure 5.2 only supports single antenna operation and has not enough
FPGA resources to implement the TPU with the baseband jointly.
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Figure 5.3: Rx-diversity testbed block diagram.

5.1

Rx-diversity Testbed

In this work, the single-antenna testbed of [47] which is shown in Figure 5.2 has been extended to support Rx-diversity operation. In the
latest testbed of the second generation the RF-ICs are connected to a
Xilinx Zynq development board, and to a ML605 FPGA board, which
hosts the logic of the baseband (BB)-ASIC described in Chapter 4. A
block diagram of the testbed is shown in Figure 5.3.
For this a new printed circuit board (PCB) was developed, which
contains two RF-ICs to support Rx-diversity operation. For the downlink performance evaluation either over-the-air signals are captured
or sample data from R&S measurement equipment is used. At the
antenna input of the RF transceiver, standard compliant RF signals
are supplied, which are generated by a channel emulator (Propsim C8)
and a wireless protocol tester (Agilent 8960). The PCB is connected
via FMC to the ML605 FPGA board for baseband signal processing
algorithm exploitation. The FPGA board is connected to the zynq
application processor subsystem via SPI.

5.1.1

Application Processor Subsystem

The zynq system-on-chip is responsible for real time controlling of the
RazorEDGE and communication with the host processor. Both ARM
cores are set up, such that they allow efficient communication with
the PHY subsystem. The Zedboard [70] evaluation board is used in
the testbed.
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Core 0
One core of the zynq runs the Xilinx Standalone operating system
controlling the RazorEDGE via L1CTL commands [24] over an SPI interface. For this a dedicated SPI driver was developed. The baseband
interface to the application processor only requires a minimum of basic
PHY commands, since the baseband controller of the RazorEDGE

Figure 5.4: Testbed of the 2nd generation for Rx-diversity measurements with zynq and ASIC logic on the ML605 FPGA board.
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takes care of the low-level PHY controlling including GSM frame
timing and other timers.
Core 1
This core has the role of a preliminary application processor and runs
an open source Linux kernel provided by Xilinx. The program displays
or forwards the data to the higher layers in the protocol (stack which
also would run on this core) or to a connected PC for evaluation
purposes e.g. with the wireshark protocol analyzer. The core controls
the EDGE stack via an on chip memory as shown in Figure 5.3. In
the embedded Linux, the EEDGE stack is accessed as an IP interface
via AT commands.

5.1.2

RF transceiver Subsystem

The fabricated RazorEDGE is the key part of a complete E-EDGE
solution comprising RF subsystem and an application processor. The
RF subsystem, which was provided by the project partner ACP AG,
is shown on the left side of Figure 4.1. It comprises all necessary
components that make up a complete quad band GSM RF transceiver
platform. The RF subsystem exhibits state-of-the-art, field-proven
performance in both the receiver and the transmitter. The RF-IC,
an enhanced derivative of [22], is commercially available and under
mass-production for GSM and EDGE systems, but also supports the
E-EDGE standard.
In this section, components and characteristics of the RF-IC are
explained. It provides the main receiver tasks of low noise amplification, down-conversion, analog channel filtering, analog-to-digital
conversion, as well as all other important side tasks such as system clock generation, power supply conditioning and general purpose outputs (GPOs) for power amplifier and RF switch control.
Compact, single-ended, dual-band SAW filters on the primary and
secondary receive path provide the necessary resilience to out-of-band
lockers. Accurate receiver gain steps of 1 dB are provided, enabling
simple automatic gain control loop. On the transmit side the RFIC implements the digital modulator, interpolation, digital-to-analog
conversion, filtering and up-conversion before delivering the RF signal
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Figure 5.5: RF subsystem with two Rx-paths and one Tx-path.

to the external power amplifier module. For the higher order QAM
modulation schemes the output power of the RF-IC can be controlled
in 1 dB steps, as is the case for legacy 8PSK. The quality of the RF
signal at the antenna in terms of spectral emission due to modulation
is shown in Figure 5.6. Comfortable margins towards the 3GPP
specifications are achieved.
Among the performance measures, worth mentioning in the context of this contribution is the low overall RF subsystem noise figure
of 5dB that contributes to the reported sensitivity numbers. 2.5 dB
of the overall noise figure is contributed by the RF-IC. The RFIC was designed with Evolved EDGE in mind, as such the digital
modulator supports 16- and 32-QAM. On the analog RF side the used
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Figure 5.6: TX spectra of the used RF subsystem for all GSM, EDGE
and E-EDGE modes.

I/Q modulator structure inherently supports these higher modulation
orders where a polar transmitter architecture [71] would probably face
more trouble. The connection to the RazorEDGE is provided by the
DigRF v1.12 [72] interface including control and data paths. Four
I/Q-samples per symbol, all with 12 bit resolution, are sent to the
baseband. While the downlink side of the data path readily supports
higher order modulations whereas the uplink does not. Consequently,
for the encoding of the E-EDGE uplink symbols, the low-speed, 8-bit
format of DigRFv3 [73] was adopted.
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5.1.3

PHY Controller

The system level architecture of the testbed is shown in Figure 5.7.
The PHY controller on the FPGA is the main control unit for baseI/Q samples
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Figure 5.7: Testbed system level overview.

band and RF-IC. The PHY controller receives SPI telegrams from
and sends SPI telegrams to core 0 of the zynq system-on-chip. There
are telegrams addressed to the BB controller and telegrams addressed
to the RF-IC. On the BB controller, messages initiate register reads
or writes, which configure or trigger the corresponding actions in the
digital baseband (DFE, DET and DEC).
Clearly, a cellular IoT transceiver requires real-time acquisition of
baseband data from the RF-IC. The RF receiver must be turned on
and off at the correct time instance to have the desired part of the
sequence of signal samples available in the baseband.
To bring the RF-IC to the desired mode at the right time, the PHY
controller has stored different event tables, each of them dedicated to a
specific BB scenario, such as receiving a NB or synchronization which
are shown as NB-RX and FBSB event tables in Figure 5.7.
In addition to the different event tables, the PHY controller contains control registers which are used to modify the events of the
event tables. Thus, the PHY controller updates the SPI telegram
to the RF-IC based on the content of the applicable control register.
With this approach, the BB controller can modify the configuration
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of the RF-IC by simply updating the content of the control registers,
but the exact timing of the SPI telegrams is taken care of by the PHY
controller. The set RF freq event, for example, evaluates the content
of the RF freq register before configuring the frequency setting of the
RF-IC. Thus, the BB controller can bring the RF transceiver to a
different mode of operation by selecting a different event table.
The BB controller needs to have access to the MTB of the PHY
controller. In the testbed, the MTB of the PHY is divided into two
parts. First, the QN counter is located in the PHY controller and is
directly linked to the 26 MHz clock of the RF-IC by counting 24 clock
cycles per quarter symbol. Second, the other GSM counters (TN and
FN) are integrated into the directly integrated into the finite-state
machine of the BB controller. These counters are incremented based
on timing events which are generated whenever the QN counter is
restarted after having reached the maximal value of 624 at the end of
a timeslot.
In Figure 5.8 the message flow between the different components
in the testbed is shown for synchronization in frequency and time as
explained in Section 2.3. First, the dedicated SPI driver on the zynq
sends a L1CTL message (L1CTL FBSB message) via SPI to the PHY
PHY subsystem
Testbed
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core 0
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controller
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Figure 5.8: Synchronization procedure on the testbed with interaction
between RazorEDGE and RF-IC.
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controller. The PHY controller forwards the L1CTL message to the
BB controller to initialize the synchronization procedure. The BB
controller then selects the FBSB event table via the next table control
register (see Figure 5.7).
The first synchronization task is FB detection. At the beginning of the FB detection, the desired gain and frequency of the RF
transceiver is configured according to the values in the corresponding control registers. When the QN counter reaches time stamp
t2 , the ADC is turned on and baseband data is directly passed to
the RazorEDGE. The RazorEDGE has received a FBSB command,
thus the BB-controller is aware of what to do with the incoming I/Q
samples and sends the according FBD subcommand to the DFE for
FB detection. At t3 , the control register FB det is evaluated. The
QN counter is decremented to t3 − δ such that the ADC stays turned
on and as soon as FBD has detected a FB, the control register is
updated and the TPU is commanded to continue to t4 where the
ADC is turned off. Otherwise the QN counter is decremented as not
FB was detected and the detection continues. This is shown by the
loop shown in Figure 5.8.
The next synchronization task is carrier frequency offset estimation, for which the BB controller sends a frequency offset estimation
(FOE) command to the DFE. The digitally controlled oscillator of the
RF transceiver is corrected according to the result of FOE before the
ADC is turned on again to sample the SB. Before t8 is reached, the
BB controller must have decided whether another synchronization run
is required. Otherwise, the value of the next table register is updated
and the TPU starts to operate in synchronized mode and event tables
for receiving or transmitting NBs are employed (e.g. the NB-RX event
table depicted in Figure 5.7). The reset QN command at the end of
each table triggers an event towards the RazorEDGE which is used
by the BB controller to update BN, TN, and FN counters.
The NB-event table is used to receive data, it triggers the baseband
processing tasks, sends command to DEC and forwards the decoded
output of DEC via SPI to zynq. The successfully decoded packets
(of a CCCH channel) are shown in the screenshot of the wireshark
protocol analyzer in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Wireshark screenshot taken during real-time operation
showing the GSMTAP headers with CCCH radio ressource channels.

5.2

Measurement Results

Next, we present the exemplary testcases for the three types of interference, with Rx-diversity and single antenna cases for which we
assess the measured performance. For the performance and power
measurements, the testcases shown in Table 5.1 are chosen. These
testcases are a representative subset of the vast amount of requirements specified in [9]. More testcases can be found in [43].
In order to achieve the rigorous 3GPP requirements, a joint configuration of RF transceiver and the baseband is essential. Our configuration approach is explained in the following subsection.

5.2.1

Interference Aware Baseband Configuration

As we have seen in Chapter 3, different baseband algorithms are good
for suppressing different types of interferences. In a real-world scenario
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#TC

Interference

Modulation

MCS

Rx-diversity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ISI
ISI
ISI
ISI
ACI
ACI
CCI

16-QAM
32-QAM
16-QAM
32-QAM
GMSK
8-PSK
GMSK

DAS8
DAS10
DAS8
DAS8
TCH/FS
DAS5
MCS1

off
on
off
on
off
off
on

Table 5.1: Selected testcases for the three interference types.

the transceiver is exposed to different interference situations (or testcases), for which the interference suppression algorithms need to be
configured accordingly. In this way, the best interference suppression
can be achieved. Different testcase scenarios require different settings
of the RF-IC and the RazorEDGE. In Table 5.2 the settings of both
components are shown for the different testcases of Table 5.1.
Interference

BAF
BW

ISI
ACI
CCI

wide
narrow
wide

HOM
ST-MMSE channel
short.
off
on
off
on
on
off

Table 5.2: Baseband settings the different types of interference.
This also demonstrates the high versatility of the solution. The
configuration parameters for the RazorEDGE include enabling or disabling of HOM channel shortening filter of Section 3.5 and the STMMSE filter of Section 3.4. Besides that, the configuration of the
RC-MaxLogMAP of is necessary. The only configuration the Maxlog-MAP needs, is the number of trellis states, which is set according
to the modulation order. The number of states is set according to the
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detected modulation type or can be set manually. As we have seen
in the bandwidth adaptive filter section 3.2, different AC strengths
require different filter bandwidths. This is done in the DFE. The
configuration of the DFE is given by the selection of one of the 8
pre-programmed FIR filter coefficient sets, whose cut-off frequency
ranges from 54 kHz to 135 kHz. The cut-off frequency is linearly
mapped to the strength of the detected adjacent channel (AC). A
low number indicates a lower cut-off frequency, thus favorable for the
mitigation of a strong adjacent channel at the cost of introducing
additional inter-symbol-interference. The coefficient set can be set
automatically according to the result of the AC detection, or manually.
On the RF-IC the gain is adjusted adaptively according to the Rx
power estimation in the DFE of the RazorEDGE.

5.2.2

Performance Measurement Results

The measured frame erasure rate (FER) for voice channel (TCH/FS)
and block-error rate (BLER) performance for packet data channels has
been assessed for these testcases in Table 5.1. Figure 5.10, 5.11 and
5.12 show the measured performance plots for the testcases. RX1 denotes single antenna measurement, while RX2 denotes measurements,
where the signal is received on both antennas. The bold markers
in the performance figures denote the 3GPP reference performance
requirements. The testcase belonging to each performance plot is
notated in the respective legend.

5.2.3

Sensitivity Performance

The measurements for single antenna and Rx-diversity on the TU
channel profile with a speed of 50 km/h are shown in Figure 5.10 for
16-QAM modulation (DAS8) and 32-QAM modulation (DAS10). The
margin for the DAS8 case, is above 7 dB even in the single antenna
measurement. From Figure 5.10 it can also be seen that the use of
Rx-diversity pushes the sensitivity performance further down below
-103 dBm due to the array and diversity gain. In practice, this means
a cellular IoT node with Rx-diversity is able to receive 44.8 kb per
second even at -103 dBm.
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Figure 5.10: ISI testcases. E-EDGE measured sensitivity performance
for the 16-QAM modulated DAS8 scheme and the 32-QAM modulated
DAS10 scheme. TU50 channel, no frequency hopping.

Also for the 32-QAM scenario, a margin of above 7 dB is achieved
over the specified reference sensitivity performance. Unfortunately,
the performance can not be compared to other implementations, because all the state-of-the art GSM/EDGE transceivers only report
sensitivity performance for the voice case. Voice is of secondary
importance for a cellular IoT modem.

5.2.4

Interference Performance

In addition to the sensitivity performance, the adjacent- and co-channel
interference performance has been measured for TCH/FS, MCS1 and
DAS5. In Figure 5.11 the interference performance is shown.
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Figure 5.11: ACI testcase. Measured interference performance for
a TCH/FS and a DARP1 scenario for the 8-PSK modulated DAS5
scheme in single antenna mode. The solid vertical lines indicate the
power of the interferer.

Thanks to the ST-MMSE interference cancellation combined with
the RC-MaxLogMAP trellis detector, more than 11 dB margin has
been achieved for GMSK and 1.6 dB for the DAS5 mode despite the
challenge of additional ISI caused by the narrow AC-filter bandwidth.
The toughest performance requirements are the DARP 2 testcases [9],
which allow a co-channel interferer of up to 11.5 dB stronger than
the desired channel for the MCS1 (GMSK) case. This testcase is
shown in Figure 5.12, where it can be seen that the use of spacetime interference cancellation allows even such a requirement to be
exceeded by 4.5 dB. In this testcase, the channel shortening filter is
bypassed and the space time filter is turned on as shown in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.12: CCI scenario. Impact of space-time interference cancellation in Rx-diversity mode. Measured interference performance for
a DARP2 scenario with GMSK modulated MCS1. The solid vertical
line indicates the power of the interferer.

Furthermore our solution exceeds the most demanding co-channel
testcase by a margin of 4.5 dB.
This result is interesting regarding M2M communications and cellular IoT networks because a large number of nodes might be placed
nearby, e.g. containers on a ship, which causes significant CCI.

5.2.5

Power Measurement Results

The power consumption of the RazorEDGE was measured on an ASIC
tester (Verigy 93000) for different timeslot configurations and modulation and coding schemes. The highest clock frequency (104 MHz)
is required when the specified maximum of 6 time slots are used or
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when Rx-diversity is enabled. In these modes, timing margins still
allow the voltage to be scaled from 1.2 V to 0.83 V to push the power
consumption from 56 mW to 39 mW (-30%) and from 41 mW to 26 mW
(-36%) with and without Rx-diversity, respectively. For configurations
with less than 6 timeslots both voltage- and frequency-scaling from
104 MHz to 52 MHz can be applied, leading to 5.5 mW for processing
a single 32-QAM EGPRS2-A timeslot. Figure 5.13 shows the power
consumption of the ASIC for different timeslot configurations with
and without voltage scaling. The minimum power consumption for
the different testcases and the performance margin compared to the
3GPP specifications is summarized in Table 5.3.

Interference
ISI, 16-QAM
ACI, 8-PSK
CCI, GMSK, RX2

3GPP
spec.
[dBm]

this
work
[dBm]

-84
-79 (AC: -77)
-92.4 (CC: -89.9)

-91.4
-80.6
-96

power
power
RF-IC RazorEDGE
[mW]
[mW]
35.5
35.5
52.7

5.5
3.9
10.9

Table 5.3: Performance and power consumption for the three interference types.

It can be seen, that the power consumption for the 32-QAM mode
is higher than for GMSK and 8PSK modes, due to the higher equalization and decoding effort. The power consumption of the RF-IC
has been measured in the testbed, and is also shown in Table 5.3. In
single antenna mode, power consumption of the RazorEDGE ranges
from 3.9 to 5.5 mW at VDD = 0.83 V and fC = 52 MHz, which is below
15% of the power consumption of the RF-IC.
In Rx-diversity mode the power consumption of the RazorEDGE
ranges from 10.9 to 14.5 mW at VDD = 0.96 V and fC = 104 MHz,
which is below 26 % of the power consumption of the RF-IC.
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Figure 5.13: Power consumption of the RazorEDGE for different Rx
and timeslot configurations in a 32-QAM testcase.

5.3

Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the testbed, which forms the bridge
between the RazorEDGE and the sytem-on-chip solution. In addition
to the bridging function, the testbed allows real-time measurement
of performance and power consumption and represents a versatile development platform, which led to the system-on-chip implementation
presented in the following chapter.

Chapter 6

Evolved EDGE
System-on-Chip
Circuit area is an important design parameter, when aiming for the
cellular IoT in order to keep device size small. From the previous
chapter, we can summarize, that a cellular IoT solution composed of
RF-IC and baseband ASIC still contains too many discrete components. In this chapter, we will show, that it is possible to integrate the
blocks shown in Figure 6.1 into a single Evolved EDGE system-on-chip
and hence to further reduce circuit area. For this we recall the
testbed setup of the previous chapter, on which we developed the
components for the system-on-chip, as shown in Figure 6.1. The
shaded area of the system-on-chip (called StoneEDGE) covers only
part of the BB block in Figure 6.1 because in this implementation
only part of the baseband processing of the RazorEDGE of Chapter 4
is contained. In contrast to RazorEDGE, StoneEDGE only supports
single antenna operation due to packaging constraints. Therefore
some simplifications in the baseband could be made. Simplifications
for single antenna operation were done mainly in the DET block,
because there Rx-diversity was exploited by the ST-MMSE filter and
the RC-Max-log-MAP trellis detector as explained in Chapter 3. The
ST-MMSE filer was removed completely, while in the RC-Max-logMAP the branch metric computation was pruned to support only
119
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single stream. The rest of the blocks in DET did not have to be
adapted, because in Rx-diversity operation they were processing both
streams sequentially. Hence only the controllers were adjusted to
process the burst of one antenna instead of two.
In addition to the simplification of the baseband the size of the
incremental redundancy memory was reduced. The IR memory in
the RazorEDGE ASIC has 168kB, which is reduced to 3.5 kB. This
does not lead to maximum performance, but to significant size reduction while still being in margins of the 3GPP specifications [9]. We
investigated performance and IR memory size in detail in [59]. Also
in the analog domain a slimmed down version was chosen. DCDC
converter of IRIS 304 removed, to gain space for the digital baseband
logic.

6.1

StoneEDGE Transceiver Architecture

The StoneEDGE system-on-chip contains three main blocks as shown
in Figure 6.2. The IRIS 304 RF subsystem, a PHY controller and the
single stream digital baseband implementation with controller.
StoneEDGE is attached as a SPI slave to the host processor. The
PHY controller receives SPI telegrams from the host processor and
interacts with the register bank. The register bank analogously to
the RazorEDGE ASIC contains the registers, on behalf of which the
baseband is configured. Also feedback from the baseband the PHY
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I/Q
RF-IC
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FPGA
PHY controller
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protocol tester

StoneEDGE system-on-chip
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Figure 6.1: Components of the testbed, which are covered by the
system-on-chip implementation.
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Figure 6.2: StoneEDGE system level block diagram with RFsubsystem and digital components. The four clock domains are
highlighted by different colors.

controller is provided via registers. The PHY controller also reads
data from the RX-first in first out (FIFO) buffer and encapsulates it
into SPI telegrams. On the other hand it extracts data to transmit
from SPI telegrams and writes it to the Tx-FIFO buffer. While
StoneEDGE is attached as a SPI slave to the host processor, the PHY
controller on the other hand is an SPI master for the RF subsystem.
Similar to the RazorEDGE ASIC presented in Chapter 4 the baseband unit of the system-on-chip contains a DFE, a DET and a DEC
block in the digital baseband, as shown in Figure 6.2. Based on the
command the RF-subsystem gets from the SPI master int the PHY
controller, the DFE receives I/Q samples.
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The event tables required for PHY Controlling as explained in
Chapter 5 need to be stored on the ASIC in order to liberate an attached host processor from tedious reconfiguration for the transceiver
during operation. They are stored in a dedicated memory called
EventRAM. Also configuration tables for gains and AFC settings are
stored in a RAM on the ASIC. They are transmitted to the RAMs
via the application processor during an initialization phase via SPI.
In a future version for this a non- volatile memory might be the best
solution.

6.1.1

Clocking

Different clock domains are essential to guarantee the independence
between different subsystems and to achieve low power consumption.
The different clocks of the StoneEDGE are also shown in Figure 6.2,
marked by different colors. Naturally, clock speeds are related to
ressource sharing of the architecture.
StoneEDGE uses four clock domains for its operation. Two clocks
are used by the digital baseband, one by the RF subsystem and the
PHY controller and one SPI clock is provided from the attached SPI
master to which the transceiver is connected to the host processor.
The system clock (SysClock) clocks the PHY controller and the RF
subsystem. It is independent from the clocks of the digital baseband.
The two digital baseband clocks run at different speeds to match
the different data processing requirements of decoder and the rest
of the baseband. In the same fashion as done in the RazorEDGE
ASIC in Chapter 4, the baseband clocks can be scaled depending
on the number of timeslots used. The DFE and some parts of the
Detector (ST-MMSE and channel estimation) do not need to process
as many samples per time unit as the RC-Max-log-MAP and the
channel decoder. They are hence clocked with a slow 26 MHz clock
called BBClk1, marked by the blue color. The DEC and the RCMax-log-MAP are clocked with the faster 83 MHz clock called BBClk2
marked withe the red color in Figure 6.2. Using two different clocks
in the receiver requires clock transitions, which are implemented by
FIFOs realized as flip-flop arrays.
The PHY controller contains a clock generation unit, which has
clock signal of a 32kHz and a 26MHz Crystal as input. The unit
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provides the two clocks for the baseband and the SysClock. The
fast BBClk2 is generated from an analog baseband phase locked loop
(PLL), which is fed from a digitally controlled oscillator (DCXO). the
DCXO itself is fed by a 26 MHz crystal oscillator, which is placed
externally.
A sleep mode is very important for IoT applications, where e.g.,
a sensor node might be inactive most of the time and uses a bursty
transmission scheme. For this a slow clock delivered by a 32 kHz
oscillator was added to the design. In sleep mode, the DCXO is turned
off.

6.1.2

Floorplanning

Similar to the RazorEDGE of Chapter 4, StoneEDGE uses dedicated
memories (32) of different sizes tailored to the algorithm, instead of
a single central memory as it is the case in processor-based baseband
architectures. Dedicated memories are an essential components of
dedicated hardware baseband architectures. In this way a high degree
of spatial locality is achieved and a possible memory access bottleneck
is avoided on architectural level. The floorplan of the digital logic of
the StoneEDGE is shown in Figure 6.3. Placing the macrocells for the
memories was done in the shape, which is not used from the analog
components. In this way, the remaining space is used by the digital
baseband logic to optimally fill the squared shape. To keep latencies
low, the burst memories, which store the GSM bursts for the detector
blocks are placed close to the input pins of the RX-DFE.

6.1.3

Design for Testability

The complexity of the design, and the multitude of configuration
possibilities of the PHY controller, the RF-subsystem and the DBB
make exhaustive testing impracticable. Although, it should be possible to individually test the different components. The components
themselves were already tested standalone before they were added to
the design. The DBB was tested in a hardware-assisted test setup
with a virtual prototype in the testbed of Chapter 5, while the RFsubsystem in use is already field-proven.
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Figure 6.3: StoneEDGE digital baseband circuit area occupation of
different components.

The aimed strategy for the ASIC shall allow to test both, the
digital baseband (DBB) and the RF- subsystem independently, since
each of both components is crucial for operation. The PHY controller
contains two internal interfaces to the RF- subsystem and to the
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DBB. Namely a DigRF interface and an SPI interface connected to
the RF subsystem. Since those internal interfaces carry significant
information about the operation of the transceiver, observability has
to be added to those interfaces. For this, eight so called General
Purpose Output (GPO) pins have been used as observation pins. The
observation mode can be enabled with a bit in the register bank of
the PHY controller.
To ease the search of fabrication defects, we use scan testing.
All blocks of the StoneEDGE can be scan-tested except the RFIC
controller.

6.2

Implementation Results and Summary

The key characteristics of the StoneEDGE ASIC are summarized in
Table 6.1. In Figure 6.4, the 50-pin die die of the StoneEDGE chip is
shown. From an overall perspective 46 % of the ASIC are occupied
by the DBB, whereas 33.7 % of the area of the DBB of the ASIC are
occupied by memories. The decoder, in Figure 6.3 labeled as DEC
occupies the majority of the area. It shall be noted, that the DEC area
also includes inderleaving and deinterleaving as well as multiplexing
and demultiplexing. Also the logic of the channel estimation also
occupies considerable area, because it stores a 3D array with the
precomputed inverted training matrices for each training sequence.
This allows joint channel estimation and modulation detection in a
few cycles.
If we compare the dimensions of the old setup with the StoneEDGE,
we see, that by expanding the width and the length and the width by
1 mm we can transform the RF-IC into a system-on-chip.
For the StoneEDGE ASIC a PCB was manufactured which was
attached to the Zedboard as a Cellular IoT module as shown in
Figure 6.5. The second chip on the PCB is the power amplifier
necessary for radio transmission. The last thing missing towards a full
cellular IoT modem is the application processor, which in the shown
setup is represented by the zync system-on-chip on the Zedboard.
In this chapter, we merged the RazorEDGE of Chapter 4 with the
knowledge gained from the testbed setup in Chapter 5 into the first
E-EDGE system-on-chip.
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Table 6.1: Physical Characteristics of StoneEDGE ASIC
Parameter

Value

Technology

SMIC 130

Package

6x6 mm

Total Core size

10.71 mm2

Core size DBB

4.96 mm2

Macro cell size DBB

1.67 mm2

Std. cells DBB

301 k

RAM size

484 kb

ROM size

10 kb

Supply voltage VDD

3.7 V

Core operating frequency: fC 83.2 MHz

RazorEDGE had a core size of 6 mm2 , StoneEDGE a core size of
10.7 mm2 , of which around 50% of the area are occupied by the digital
baseband (5.8 mm2 ). The RF-IC without baseband processing has a
package size of 5×5 mm2 . Hence by just increasing the package side
by 1 mm on each side, the entire baseband processing can be fitted
into the RF-IC. This encasement of the digital baseband to the RF
transceiver results in a three times smaller solution regarding package
size when comparing to the prior setup which is composed of the
RazorEDGE ASIC and a separate RF-IC.
Regarding sensitivity and interference suppression performance,
the StoneEDGE system-on-chip shows identical performance to the
two chip solution, since the same digital logic of the baseband and
a very similar RF-subsystem is used as in the Rx-diversity baseband ASIC of Chapter 4. The estimated power consumption for
the StoneEDGE system-on-chip is 48 mW for single timeslot 32-QAM
operation.
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Figure 6.4: StoneEDGE chip die photograph containing the BB logic
(lower left triangle with the cave man) adherent to the RF-subsystem
(upper right triangle).
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Figure 6.5: StoneEDGE in action, soldered on a module connected to
the Zedboard serving as application processor.

Chapter 7

Summary and
Conclusions
Emerging cellular IoT and M2M applications require small, powerefficient and inexpensive devices. The bill of materials of a cellular
IoT device can be greatly reduced by integrating as much as possible
of the functionality ranging from RF, analog baseband, digital baseband to protocol stacks and sensor signal processing into a single
system-on-chip. At the same time a cellular IoT module has to
squeeze out most of the available spectrum and have outstanding sensitivity and interference suppression performance since such modules
are often exposed to very remote and interference-prone locations.
However, increasing the spectral efficiency of a non-OFDM legacy
cellular standard requires computationally demanding signal processing algorithms for interference suppression. Especially regarding the
higher order modulations and Rx-diversity.
This thesis has demonstrated the feasibility of E-EDGE for emerging cellular IoT applications or as a fallback solution. Since we have
shown that it is possible to build a dedicated hardware digital baseband transceiver the signal processing baseband for E-EDGE can be
done efficiently without using an externally attached baseband signal
processor. Agile algorithm-driven hardware design was necessary to
129
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tackle the computational load of the signal processing required by the
interference suppression algorithms.
In the following we highlight the key findings, draw conclusions and
give an outlook and ideas for future improvements for algorithmic and
implementation related topics.

7.1

Interference Suppression in E-EDGE

In E-EDGE at least three types of interferences arise, for which algorithms deliver different performance. For an interference-aware
baseband configuration we conclude, that
• oversampling can be successfully exploited to improve ACI suppression. This improvement can be achieved by the proposed
decoupled SFT-MMSE filter in Section 3.4.3, which jointly exploits oversampling and space-time diversity.
• the space-time MMSE filter of Section 3.4 is a suitable algorithm
for CCI suppression. This has been shown for the Rx-diversity
as well as for the single-antenna case. Compared to IRC and
MRC the space-time MMSE is the best-performing algorithm
for CCI suppression.
• the space-time MMSE filter can be used together with the HOM
channel shortener (as in implemented in the RazoeEDGE ASIC)
or together with the MILB channel shortener. Hereby the MILB
channel shortener of Section 3.5.5 in the high complexity time
domain variant achieves a huge performance gain (above 4 dB)
for CCI suppression above all other algorithms (see Section 3.6).
• the MILB channel shortener with ν = 1 in single antenna case
with SNR levels below 25 dB delivers better performance than
HOM and RC-Max-log-MAP detector at lower computational
complexity.
• the HOM channel shortener performs good under all circumstances, hence HOM channel shortening and RC-Max-log-MAP
trellis detection is the the most suitable solution for E-EDGE
ISI suppression.
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• power measurement of the AC is not necessary. Reliable detection of it’s presence is sufficient to set the filter bandwidth. Also
for very weak ACs with C/AC around 20 dB, AC detection has
to be reliable to avoid a performance loss due to a wrongly set
filter bandwidth.
• the presented phase based AC detection scheme achieves reliable
AC detection up to 20 dB C/AC ratio, while conventional correlation or power measurement based detectors are not able to
achieve such reliable AC detection if computational complexity
is considered.

7.2

Algorithmic Transforms

Throughout this thesis many baseband algorithms have been deeply
investigated and transformed under various aspects and implemented
in software and hardware. Besides architectural transforms, we applied a broad range of algorithmic transforms to achieve energy-efficient
hardware designs for interference suppression algorithms. While architectural transforms are universally applicable to almost any algorithm,
algorithmic transforms are a more powerful and versatile tool to save
hardware resources.
At the beginning of this work it was not clear, which type of
algorithmic transform will lead to an increased hardware efficiency and
which algorithm will lead to a decreased hardware efficiency. However,
throughout the thesis our algorithmic and architectural investigations
render the following guidelines.
• channel shortening filters such as HOM and MILB can be implemented efficiently through domain transforms and coordinate
conversions.
• linear estimators such as the least squares estimator or the
MMSE profit from pre-computation of matrices.
Domain transforms include time to frequency (Fourier transform),
frequency to cepstrum (cepstral transform), coordinate system conversions from cartesian to polar and vice versa. For example we have
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shown that the MILB algorithm of Section 3.5.5 takes advantage from
the Fourier transform and the HOM algorithm of Section 3.5.4 takes
advantage of the Fourier transform and the cepstral domain transform.
Pre-computation is entirely possible for the least squares channel
estimator where matrix containing the modulated training sequence is
used to form a Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse, which is pre-computed
and stored. In case of the MMSE interference cancellation algorithms
of Section 3.4 a lower degree of pre-computation can be applied because the matrix containing the received symbols has to be inverted.
However in this case, the matrix which contains the modulated training sequence can be pre-computed and stored.
Besides those guidelines, some algorithms apply unique algorithmic transforms, such as the log-max approximation or omission of the
backward recursion through the trellis for the RC-Max-log-MAP (c.f.,
Section 3.5.4) algorithm.

7.3

Rx-diversity Baseband ASIC

We developed a Rx-diversity baseband ASIC named RazorEDGE,
from which we can conclude, that
• the computationally demanding interference suppression algorithms can be implemented in a dedicated VLSI solution, which
consumes low power and has low area. In the dedicated VLSI
architecture, the core part is formed by the interference suppression algorithms. The hardwired architecture of bandwidth
adaptive filter, homomorphic channel shortener, ST-MMSE filter and RC-Max-log-MAP trellis detector the different types of
interference can be suppressed to exceed 3GPP margins and at
the same time being low-power and low-size.
• the most demanding Rx-diversity interference testcase (DARPII)
can be met in our proposed architectural setup consisting of
ST-MMSE filter and channel shortening trellis detector.

7.4. E-EDGE SYSTEM-ON-CHIP
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E-EDGE System-on-Chip

We developed an Evolved EDGE system-on-chip named StoneEDGE,
from which we can conclude that
• a system-on-chip solution which hosts RF and BB, requires 3×
less package size than the former setup, in which RF and BB
were hosted on separate chips.
• extending the 5×5 BGA package of the RF-IC by 1 mm on each
side allows to enclose the single antenna E-EDGE baseband
signal processing in the same package. Thus, no external DSP
for baseband processing is required.
This dedicated hardware baseband architecture, where the
digital baseband is merged into the RF-IC, is especially useful
for cellular IoT modules, because there baseband processing for
multiple radio access technologies is seldom required, which is
implemented more efficiently on architectures which perform
more aggressive ressource sharing between radio access technologies such as DSPs.
• using the higher order modulations of E-EDGE comes almost
for free in terms of power consumption in the digital baseband.
It does not increase the power noticeably. The increase in power
is 2 mW, which is very little compared to the power of th RF-IC
which requires above 30 mW in Rx-mode.

7.5

Outlook and Future Work

In this work we developed a system-on-chip with dedicated hardware baseband processing which is the foundation of low-complexity
EDGE-based cellular IoT devices. However, certain aspects still leave
room for improvement and will be explained in the following.
The MILB channel shortener with Rx-diversity of Section 3.5.5
suffers from a high computational complexity in time domain mode.
It would be feasible to derive a low-complexity frequency domain
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method, which does not require the inversion of large matrices and
thus allows low- power and low- area hardware implementations.
In this work we have shown the feasibility of the MILB channel
shortener for dedicated hardware implementations. What is left to
make the Ungerboeck detector complete is to develop a VLSI implementation of the Max-log-MAP detector for the MILB channel
shortener and compare the results in terms of circuit area and power
consumption. On algorithmic level a future step might be the development of internal feedback for the MILB detector which might lead
to reasonably good performance also for high SNR levels.
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RFBB-IC
(StoneEDGE)
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?
Figure 7.1: Chip consolidation during the design of a cellular IoT
module. The RF-IC and the BB-IC have been merged into a systemon-chip with dedicated hardware baseband architecture. The numbers
indicate the package size in mm.
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The integration of RF-components and digital baseband signal
processing into a single system-on-chip was a first step towards a
full-blown cellular IoT module-on-chip. However it still requires an
external processor, which is running the cellular protocol stack and the
software for the user application. In the future, further advancements
in chip consolidation for the cellular IoT shall be performed. Hereby
a processor or micro-controller core for L2/L3 processing and sensors
for IoT applications, global positioning system (GPS) and global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receivers shall also be induced in the
system- on-chip, as shown in Figure 7.1.
In case LTE-M cellular IoT standards [13] will emerge it would be
feasible to additionally integrate baseband signal processing for those
emerging standards. Hereby both of our channel shorteners offer great
possibilities for sharing hardware resources to save circuit area. Both
LTE-M variants use an OFDM front-end based on a 128 point FFT.
Therefore the FFT block could be time shared between the LTE-M
detector and the channel shortening coefficient computation in the
MILB or HOM detector.

Appendix A

Notation and Acronyms

Symbols

a
cmin
yk
ykI
I
yk+
1

random vector of transmitted symbols corresponding to a
burst
sequence of transmitted symbols
minimum phase cepstrum
received sample on even index
received in-phase sample on even index
received in-phase sample on odd index

yk+ 21
ykQ
Q
yk+
1

received sample on odd index
received quadrature sample on even index
received quadrature sample on even index

G

Matrix determining trellis processing in the Ungerboeck
model
reduced (shortened) version of G
diagonal element of Gr

A

2

2

Gr
gr
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Symbols

hr
Gr [k]

complex-conjugated time-reversed optimized matched filter in case of circular convolution
frequency domain representation of Gr

H
h
H̄
hk
H[k]
H r [k]
Hr

channel matrix with two channel estimates
CIR vector
convolutional channel matrix
channel tap of time index k
frequency domain representation of H̄
frequency domain representation of H r
reduced channel matrix shortened with MILB

ILB
IR

lower bound on the achievable information rate
achievable information rate

LW
L
W

MMSE filter length
memory depth of the CIR
MMSE filter coefficient matrix

MDIV
MTSC
M

number of diversity branches
number of training symbols in a burst
burst length

N0
N
n
ν

noise power
number of DFT/FFT points
vector with noise samples of size M + L − 1
equalizer memory depth

R

spatial interference and noise covariance matrix

LFOE
A
S
L(xk,q )

correlation lag in frequency offset estimation
symbol alphabet
number of trellis states
Log likelihood ratio of xk,q
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Operators
ak
ak−1
a
xk,q

current trellis state at time instant k
previous trellis state at time instant k − 1
trellis state
qth bit of symbol at time instant k

Y

random vector of received symbols corresponding to a
burst
matrix containing sequences of received symbols of two
antennas
sequence of received symbols corresponding to a burst
received on antenna 1
sequence of received symbols corresponding to a burst
received on antenna 2
sequence of received symbols corresponding to a burst

Y
y (1)
y (2)
y

Operators
(·)H
(·)T
(·)†
(·)−1
R{·}
I{·}
|·|
d·e
b·c
si
h(i)
H i,j
k · k1
k·k
k · k∞
E{ · }
Q{ · }

hermitian transposition
matrix transposition
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse
inverse function, inverse of square matrix
real part of complex-valued argument
imaginary part of complex-valued argument
absolute value
ceil: smallest integer value equal to or larger as argument
floor: largest integer value equal to or smaller as argument
i-th entry of vector s
i-th row of matrix H
entry of the i-th row and j-th column of matrix H
Pn
`1 -norm, i.e., i |R{xi }| + |I{xip
}| for x ∈ Cn
Pn
n
2
2
` -norm or Euclidean norm, i.e.,
i |xi | for x ∈ C
Pn
∞
n
` -norm, i.e., i max{|R{xi }|, |I{xi }|} for x ∈ C
expectation operator
slicing operator
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log2
log10
mod(·)
sgn(·)

Acronyms
base-2 logarithm
base-10 logarithm
modulo operator
signum operator

Acronyms
2G
3G
3GPP
4G
5G

second generation
third generation
Third Generation Partnership Project
fourth generation
fifth generation

ACI
ADC
ASIC
AWGN

adjacent-channel interference
analog-to-digital converter
application specific integrated circuit
additive white Gaussian noise

BAF
BB
BER
BLER
BM
BSIC
BTS

bandwidth adaptive filtering
baseband
coded-bit-error-rate
block error-rate
branch metric
base station identity code
base transceiver station

CCI
CIR
CORDIC
CRLB
CS

co-channel interference
channel impulse response
coordinate rotation digital computer
Cramer-Rao lower bound
channel shortening

DARP
DBB

Downlink Advanced Receiver Performance
digital baseband
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Acronyms
DC
DCXO
DEC
DET
DFE
DFT
DSP

direct current
digitally controlled oscillator
decoder
detector
digital front end
discrete Fourier transform
digital signal processor

E-EDGE
EDGE
EGPRS

Evolved EDGE
Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution
Enhanced General Packet Radio Service

FER
FFT
FIFO
FPGA

frame-erasure-rate
fast Fourier transform
first in first out
field-programmable gate array

GMAC
GMSK
GNSS
GPRS
GPS

billion multiply accumulate
Gaussian minimum shift keying
global navigation satellite system
General Packet Radio Service
global positioning system

HOM
HT

homomorphic property
hilly terrain

IDFT
IoT
IR
IRC
ISI

inverse discrete Fourier transform
internet of things
incremental redundancy
interference ratio combining
inter-symbol interference

LLR
LTE

log-likelihood ratio
Long Term Evolution
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Acronyms

LUT

look-up table

M2M
MAC
MAP
MILB
MLSE
MMSE
MRC
MS
MSE
MSRD

machine to machine
multiply accumulate
maximum a posteriori
maximization of the information rate lower bound
maximization likelihood sequence estimation
minimum mean squared error
maximum ratio combining
mobile station
mean squared error
mobile station receive diversity

NB-IoT

narrow band IoT

PCB
PHY
PLL
PSK

printed circuit board
physical layer
phase locked loop
phase shift keying

QAM

quadrature amplitude modulation

RAM
RazorEDGE
RF
RSSE

random access memory
name of the baseband ASIC with Rx-diversity
radio frequency
reduced state sequence estimator

SNR
SPI
StoneEDGE

signal to noise
Serial Peripheral Interface
name of the Evolved EDGE system-on-chip

TPU
TRX
TSC

time processing unit
transceiver
training sequence
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Acronyms
TU

typical urban

UBER
USF

uncoded bit-error-rate
uplink stealing flag

WMF

whitening matched filter
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